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Abstract

The automatic generation of diagnostic decision
trees from qualitative models is a reasonable com-
promise between the advantages of using a model-
based approach in technical domains and the con-
straints imposed by on-board applications. In this
paper we extend the approach to deal with tempo-
ral information. We introduce a notion of tempo-
ral diagnostic decision tree, in which nodes have
a temporal label providing temporal constraints on
the observations, and we present an algorithm for
compiling such trees from a model-based diagnos-
tic system.

1 Introduction
The adoption of on-board diagnostic software in modern ve-
hicles and similar industrial products is becoming more and
more important. This is due to the increasing complexity
of systems and subsystems, esp. mechatronic ones like the
ABS and fuel injection, and to the increasing demand for
availability, safety and easy maintenance. However, in or-
der to keep costs acceptable, esp. for large scale products
like cars, limited hardware resources are available in Elec-
tronic Control Units (ECUs). Thus, although the model-based
approach is very interesting and promising for the automo-
tive domain and similar ones [Console and Dressler, 1999;
Sachenbacher et al., 1998], it is still questionable if diagnos-
tic systems can be designed to reason on first-principle mod-
els on board. For this reason the following compilation-based
scheme to the design of on-board diagnostic systems for vehi-
cles was experimented in the Vehicle Model Based Diagnosis
(VMBD) BRITE-Euram Project (1996-99), and applied to a
Common-rail fuel injection system [Cascio et al., 1999]:

�A model-based diagnostic system, which can be used to
solve problems off-line (and then for off-board diagnosis
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in the garage), is used to solve a set of significant cases
(that is, at least a good sample of the cases that have
to be faced on-board). The solution includes the set of
candidate diagnoses and, more important, the recovery
action(s) that should be performed on-board in that case.

�Cases and the corresponding recovery actions are used to
generate a compact on-board diagnostic system. Specif-
ically, in [Cascio et al., 1999] decision trees are gener-
ated, using an algorithm based on ID3 [Quinlan, 1986].

However, the system has a major limitation: even if some
form of reasoning on the dynamics is used to achieve proper
diagnostic results, all abnormal data are considered relative
to a single snapshot, and therefore no temporal information is
associated with the data in the table used by the compiler and
then in the decision tree.

In this paper the decision tree generation approach is ex-
tended to take into account temporal information associated
with the model, with the manifestations of faults and with the
decisions to be made. Using the additional power provided by
temporal information requires however new solutions for or-
ganizing and compiling the decision trees to be used on board.

The essential idea for generating small decision trees in
the temporal case is that in some cases there is nothing better
than waiting, in order to get a good discrimination, provided
that safety and integrity of the physical system is kept into
account.

2 Temporal diagnostic decision trees
Defining and compiling decision trees is conceptually simple
in the atemporal case. Each node of the tree corresponds to
an observable (e.g., a sensor reading) and has several descen-
dants depending on the qualitative values associated with the
sensor. The leaves of the tree correspond to actions that can
be performed on board.

New opportunities and problems have to be faced in the
temporal case. Each fault leads to a different evolution across
time, and, for some fault, the appropriate recovery action
must be performed within a given time to avoid unacceptable
consequences as regards the car integrity and, most impor-
tantly, safety.

In the definition of the decision tree, temporal information
can be exploited for discriminating faults based on temporal
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Figure 1: A simple example of temporal decision tree

information, e.g. faults that lead to the same manifestations
with different timing. Suppose, for example, that faults F1
and F2 both produce an abnormal value for sensor s1, but F1
produces an abnormal value for sensor s2 after time d1 while
F2 produces the same abnormal value for s2 after time d2 >
d1. The two faults cannot be distinguished in an atemporal
decision tree and, in general, without temporal information
On the contrary, in the temporal case we can build a tree like
the one in figure 1. After observing an abnormal value for
s1, the system waits for d1 units of time, and then makes
a decision, depending on whether at that time an abnormal
value for s2 is read. However, this behavior is only reasonable
in case the recovery actions associated with faults F1 and F2
allow the system to wait for d1 more units of time after fault
detection (i.e. in this example, observing an abnormal value
for s1).

Timing information then leads to the definition of temporal
diagnostic decision tree, i.e. a decision tree such that:

�Each node is labelled with a pair hs; ti, where s is the
name of an observable and t is a time delay.

�The root corresponds to the sensor used for fault detec-
tion; in case more than one sensor may be used for such
a purpose, there are multiple decision trees, one for each
sensor.

�Each edge is labelled with one of the qualitative values
of the sensor associated with its starting node.

�Leaves correspond to recovery actions.

The tree is used as follows:

1. Start from the root when a fault is first detected.

2. When moving to a node hs; ti, wait for t units of time,
then read sensor s and move to the descendant of s cor-
responding to the observed value for the sensor.

3. When moving to a leaf, perform immediately the corre-
sponding recovery action.

In the following sections we present how a temporal diag-
nostic decision tree can be generated automatically. Before
describing that, however, we must discuss the assumptions
we make as regards the underlying model-based diagnostic
approach.

3 The underlying model-based approach
As regards the temporal dimension, the architecture in [Cas-
cio et al., 1999] relies on either static diagnosis (i.e. diagno-
sis based on a static model, or based on reasoning in a single
state of the system) or a limited form of temporal diagnosis

(see [Brusoni et al., 1998] for a general discussion on tempo-
ral diagnosis) where the model of time is purely qualitative (a
sequence of qualitative states), abnormal manifestations are
assumed to be acquired in a single snapshot t and therefore
matched with a single qualitative state, and normality of ob-
servations in times earlier than t is used to rule out diagnoses
which predict abnormal manifestation that were not detected
(see [Panati and Theseider Dupré, 2000]).

What is not exploited is the ability of discriminating among
explanations for the observations at snapshot t using informa-
tion acquired at subsequent snapshots, which is what we in-
tend to exploit in the present paper, to extend the approach to
other forms of temporal models and other notions of temporal
diagnosis.

In particular, we consider models of temporal behavior in
which temporal information is associated with the relations
describing the behavior of a device. We do not make spe-
cific assumptions on the model of time, even though, as we
shall see in the following, this has an impact on the cases
which can be considered for the tree generation. Similarly,
we do not make assumptions on the notion of diagnosis being
adopted (in the sense of [Brusoni et al., 1998]). This means
that the starting point of our approach is a table containing
the results of running the model-based diagnostic system on
a set of cases, (almost) independently of the model-based di-
agnostic system used for generating the table.

However, some discussion is necessary on the type of in-
formation in the table. In the static case, with finite quali-
tative domains, the number of possible combinations of ob-
servations is finite, and usually small, therefore there are two
equivalent ways of building the table:

1. Simulation approach: for each fault F , we run the
model-based system to predict the observations corre-
sponding to F .

2. Diagnostic approach: we run a diagnosis engine on
combinations (all relevant combinations) of observa-
tions, to compute, the candidate diagnoses for each one
of these cases.

In either case, the resulting decision tree contains the same
information as the table; if, once sensors are placed in the
system, observations have no further cost, the decision tree is
just a way to save space and speed up table lookup.

In the temporal case, if the model of time is purely qual-
itative, a table with temporal information cannot be built by
prediction, while it can be built running the diagnosis engine
on a set of cases with quantitative information: diagnoses
which make qualitative predictions that are inconsistent with
the quantitative information can be ruled out. Of course, this
cannot in general be done exhaustively, even if observations
are assumed to be acquired at discrete times; if it is not, the
decision tree generation will be really learning from exam-
ples.

Thus a prediction approach can only be used in case the
temporal constraints in the model are precise enough to gen-
erate predictions on the temporal location of the observations
(e.g., in case the model included quantitative temporal con-
straints), while a diagnostic approach can be generate also
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in case of weaker (qualitative) temporal constraints in the
model.

As regards the observations, we consider the general case
where a set of snapshots is available; each snapshot is labelled
with the time of observation and reports the value of the sen-
sors (observables) at that time. This makes the approach suit-
able for different notions of time in the underlying model and
on the observations (see again the discussion in [Brusoni et
al., 1998]).

We require that some knowledge is available on the recov-
ery actions that can be performed on-board:

�A recovery action ai is associated with each fault Fi.

�A cost c(ai) 2 IR is associated with each recovery ac-
tion ai, due to e.g. the reduction of functionality of the
system as a consequence of the action.

�A partial order� is defined on recovery actions: ai � aj
in case aj is stronger than ai, in the sense that all re-
covery effects produced by ai are produced also by aj .
This means that aj also recovers from Fi although it is
stronger than needed. For example, for two recovery
actions in the automotive domain [Cascio et al., 1999]:
reduce performance � limp home as the latter cor-
responds to a very strong reduction of car performances
which simply allows the driver to reach the first work-
shop. Actions define a lattice, whose bottom corre-
sponds to performing no action and whose top corre-
sponds to the strongest action, e.g., stop engine in the
automotive domain.

�Costs are increasing wrt �, that is, if ai � aj then
c(ai) < c(aj).

�Actions a1 and a2 can be combined into A =
merge(a1; a2) defined as follows:

A =

8
<
:
fa1g if a2 � a1

fa2g if a1 � a2

fa1; a2g otherwise

The merge can be extended to compound actions:
merge(A1; A2) = (A1 [ A2) n fai 2 (A1 [ A2) j
9aj 2 (A1 [ A2) s.t. ai � ajg.
A simple action can be seen as a special case of com-
pound action, identifying ai with faig. In general
A1; A2 � merge(A1; A2).

�For a compound action A the cost is such that
maxai2Afc(ai)g � c(A) �

P
ai2A

c(ai).

A merge of actions must be performed in case of a multi-
ple fault or when alternative preferred (e.g. minimal, or min-
imum cardinality) diagnoses cannot be discriminated, either
because no further sensors are available or there is no time to
get further sensor readings.

This actions model is valid only if actions are not fault-
dependent, e.g. their cost does not depend on the actual
fault(s) in the system. We will discuss this points in section
5.

We now have all the elements to describe the structure
of the table in which we collect the results of applying the
model-based system on the set of simulated cases:

�The table has one row for each case.

�Each row contains:

– the set of observations corresponding to the case.
In particular, for each observable Sj we have the
value in each snapshot (this will be denoted as
S
(i;t)
j where t identifies the snapshot and i the row

of the table);
– the recovery action to be performed and its cost.

This is determined by considering the set of can-
didate diagnoses for the case under examination
and, in case of multiple faults or multiple candi-
date diagnoses, merging the recovery actions asso-
ciated with the individual faults occurring in the di-
agnoses;

– a probability which corresponds to the prior prob-
ability of the candidate diagnoses associated with
the row;

– the maximum number of snapshots that can be used
for completing the diagnosis.

This table is the input to the algorithm for generating the tem-
poral diagnostic decision tree.

4 Generating the tree
An important issue to be considered for the generation of de-
cision trees is optimality. A standard decision tree is said to
be optimal (with respect to the set of decision trees solving a
particular decision problem) if its average depth is minimal.
The ID3 algorithm exploits the quantity of information (or
its opposite, entropy) carried by an observation as a heuristic
to build a decision tree that is, if not optimal, at least good
enough.

For temporal diagnostic decision trees depth is only a sec-
ondary issue, since the ability to select a suitable recovery
action in the available time becomes more important. A suit-
able action is one that has the proper recovery effects, but that
is not more expensive than necessary. Each time two actions
are merged (because of lack of discrimination), we end up
with performing an action that could have a higher cost than
needed. An expected cost can be associated with a tree.
Definition. Let L(T ) denote the set of leaves of a tree T ,
R(T ) the set of candidate rows the tree discriminates, R(l)
the set of candidate rows associated with a leaf l 2 L(T ),
A(l) the recovery action for l, and P (l) the probability of l.
In particular we have

P (l) =

P
r2R(l) P (r)P
r2R(T ) P (r)

Then the expected cost X(T ) of T can be defined as:

X(T ) =
X

l2L(T )

P (l)c(A(l))

Since we are interested in building a tree that minimizes ex-
pected cost, some more considerations on costs are worth be-
ing made. For any tree T , the set D(T ) = fR(l)jl 2 L(T )g
is a partition of R(T ). It is easy to see that if two trees T1
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and T2 are such that D(T1) is a subpartition of D(T2) then
X(T1) � X(T2). Intuitively, T1 has a higher discriminating
power than T2, and therefore it cannot have a higher expected
cost. It follows that if we build the tree with highest discrim-
inating power we automatically build a tree with minimum
expected cost. However, maximum discriminating power is a
relative, concept: it ultimately depends on the data available
in the table from which the tree is built. Let us denote with
I the set of all pairs hobservable; timei in the initial table. To
fully exploit the discriminating power in I, a tree could be
based on all the pairs in it. The partition induced on the set of
candidates by such a tree is a subpartition of that induced by
any other tree that makes use of pairs in I. Therefore the cost
of this tree is the minimum achievable expected cost.

Unfortunately this is not the tree we want to build, since
as well as minimum expected cost it has maximum depth.
The algorithm we propose builds a tree with minimum ex-
pected cost while trying to minimize its depth, using the crite-
rion of minimum entropy. The algorithm is essentially recur-
sive. Each recursive call is composed of the following steps:
(i) it takes as input a set of candidates, represented by table
rows; (ii) it selects a pair hobservable; timei for the current
tree node; (iii) it partitions the set of rows accordingly to the
possible values of the selected attribute; (iv) it generates a
child of the current node for each block of the partition; (v) it
performs a recursive call on each child.

The difficult step is (ii). First of all, let us notice that, differ-
ently from what happens in ID3, the set of pairs from which
we can choose is not the initial set I, nor it is the same in
all recursive calls. The set of available pairs depends on the
current snapshot - a tree node cannot consider a snapshot pre-
vious to that of its parent - and on the deadline, which in turns
depends on the set of candidates. Choosing a pair with a time
delay greater than 0 for the current node means making all
snapshots between the current one and the selected one un-
available for all the descendants of this node. A pair may be
discarded that was necessary in order to attain the minimum
expected cost. Of course, the higher the time delay, the higher
the risk.

Step (ii) can then be divided in two substeps: first, deter-
mine the maximum time delay that does not compromise the
minimum expected cost; second, select the pair with lowest
entropy between those with a safe delay. In order to deter-
mine if a particular delay is safe, we must associate with each
possible delay t the minimum expected cost �(t) that it is pos-
sible to obtain after selecting it. Then, since a 0-delay is safe
by definition, the delays t with �(t) = �(0) can be declared
safe.

The easiest way to compute �(t) is to build the tree that
considers all the pairs still available after t, as in the definition
of minimum achievable expected cost. Since we only need
the leaves, and not the whole tree, we can simply consider the
partition induced on the set of candidates by the combination
of all available pairs. We will refer to this partition as the
global partition for t.

Doing this for all delays can be computationally expensive;
luckily there is a more efficient way to obtain the same result.
If we consider two possible delays t1; t2 with t1 < t2 we have
that the set of available pairs for t2 is a subset of that for t1.

This means that, if we compute first the global partition for t2,
we can build the global partition for t1 starting from that of
t2 and considering only the extra pairs available for t1. If we
apply this backward strategy to the set of all possible delays,
we immediately see that we can compute �(t) for all t while
computing �(0). In this way we will be able to determine
which delays are safe and which are not looking only once at
the set of pairs that are initially available. If we denote by N
the number of rows in the table, by S the number of sensors,
by T the number of snapshots, and by k the number of values
that each sensor can assume, we have that in the worst case
this algorithm behaves as O(N

2
�T �S
k

). The algorithm as pre-
sented in this paper is an improvement, in terms of efficiency,
of the original version we described in [Console et al., 2000].

4.1 The algorithm

The algorithm for compiling the tree is reported in figure 2.
To start the algorithm up, the sensors used for fault detec-
tion must be determined, since a separate tree will be built
for each of them. Notice that each tree covers a subset of
cases, depending on which abnormal measurement activates
diagnosis.

Given the sensor used as the root of the tree, the values the
sensor can assume induce a partition on the set of cases, and a
subtree must be generated for each block of the partition. This
is done in the TEMPORALID3 function, that takes in input a
set of casesR and returns a temporal decision tree along with
its expected cost.

In order to express delays instead of absolute times, TEM-
PORALID3 needs a notion of current snapshot that varies
from one call to another, and that corresponds to the last snap-
shot considered. More precisely, since each call to TEMPO-
RALID3 builds a subtree, the current snapshot is the one in
which the parent nodÈs observation takes place. However,
since the delay between fault occurrence and fault detection
depends on which fault is supposed to occur, each candidate
r 2 R has to maintain a pointer to its own current snapshot;
we denote this pointer by �(r). At the beginning, for each r,
�(r) is set to the snapshot at which the fault (or combination
of them) described by r is detected.

Moreover, we denote by P (r) the prior probability of r,
by T (r) its deadline for a recovery action, and by A(r) its
recovery action (either simple or compound).

Let us briefly describe TEMPORALID3. First, it considers
all those situations in which it should simply return a tree leaf.
This happens when: (i) the input set does not need further dis-
crimination, that is, all the cases inR have the same recovery
action; or (ii) in the time left for selecting an action there are
no more discriminating pairs (a particular case is when there
is no time left at all). This means that it is not possible to
distinguish between the candidates inR and therefore the se-
lected recovery action is the merge of fA(r) j r 2 Rg.

If none of the previous cases holds, TEMPORALID3 uses
the backward strategy described earlier in order to compute,
for each delay t, the expected cost �(t), thus finding out
which delays are safe. It exploits three subfunctions: PAIRS,
SPLIT and EXPECTEDCOST, which, for the sake of concise-
ness, we describe without providing their pseudocode.
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function TEMPORALID3(R)
returns a pair (Tree;Cost)

begin
if 9A : 8r 2 R(A(r) = A) then
fall candidates inR have the same recovery actiong

return (Tree = hAi;Cost = c(A));
T  � minfT (r)� �(r) j r 2 Rg; fcurrent deadlineg
A � mergefA(r) j r 2 Rg;
if T < 0 then fno time leftg

return (Tree = hAi;Cost = c(A));
fBackward strategy:g
~t � undefined;
� � undefined;
� � fRg;
for each t in fT; T � 1; : : : ; 0g do begin

P � PAIRS(t; t);
if P 6= ; then begin

do begin
� � SPLIT(�;P);
for each � 2 � do begin

T (�) � minfT (r)� �(r) j r 2 �g;
P � PAIRS(T + 1; T (�));

end
while P 6= ;;
�new  � EXPECTEDCOST(�);
if (� is undefined) or (�new < �) then
begin

� � �new;
~t � t;

end
end

if ~t is undefined then
fno more discriminating pairsg

return (Tree = hAi;Cost = c(A));
hook; toki  � the pair with minimum entropy

between those with 0 � t � ~t;
for each r 2 R do fUpdate the value

of the current snapshot for each candidateg
t(r)  � t(r) + tok;

� � SPLIT(fRg; fhook; tokig);
for each � 2 � do
fBuild the subtreesg
(Subtree(�);X(�))  � TEMPORALID3(�i);

return (Tree = hhook; toki; fSubtree(�) j � 2 �g;

Cost =
P

�2�

P
r2�

P (r)
P

r2R
P (r)
�X(�));

end.

Figure 2: The function TEMPORALID3

PAIRS returns all the pairs with a delay between the specified
values.

SPLIT splits an existing partition using the set of pairs in
input. A partition block can be split by a pair only if
the pair can provide a value for all the candidates in the
block. This is important since some pairs are beyond
the deadline and thus do not provide a value for all the
candidates.

Row S1 S2 S3 Act Ti Pi Cost

0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 2 3 4 5

R1 n n n n v n l v v v n n n n n a1 4 1

4
100

R2 n n n n v v n l l l v v n n n n n v a2 5 1

4
10

R3 n n n n h h n l l l l v n n n n n h a3 5 1

4
10

R4 n n n n v n l v z z n n n n n a4 4 1

4
2

Table 1: A sample table of data

EXPECTEDCOST computes the expected cost associated
with a partition. The partition can be regarded as a set
of tree leaves, and therefore it is possible to apply the
definition of expected cost.

When we compute �(t), as a result of the backward strat-
egy we can exploit the partition we created for a delay of
t + 1. First of all we consider the “new” pairs that are avail-
able at snapshot t, that is, those pairs returned by PAIRS(t; t).
However it may be that for some blocks of the newly created
partition there are some more pairs available, because these
smaller blocks have a looser deadline than the older ones.
Therefore we keep on (i) creating the new partition; (ii) com-
puting the new deadline for each block; (iii) adding the new
pairs due to the new deadline, if any. This is repeated until
there are no more pairs to add.

After determining the maximum safe delay, denoted by ~t,
the algorithm selects the pair with minimum entropy among
those with a delay t such that 0 � t � ~t. The selected pair is
denoted by hook; toki.

Finally, TEMPORALID3 updates the current snapshot
pointers, partitionsR according to the selected pair, and calls
recursively TEMPORALID3 on each block of the partition.

4.2 An example
Let us consider a simple example. There are three sensors,
S1, S2 and S3; each one of them can have five possible val-
ues: normal (n), high (h), low (l), very low (v) and zero (z).
Possible recovery actions are denoted by a1, a2, a3, a4, with
the following partial order: a4 � a2 � a1, a4 � a3 � a1.
The only compound action that can arise from a merge opera-
tion is fa2; a3g and we assume its cost is c(a2)+c(a3) = 20.
We assume that the faults associated with the four rows have
the same prior probability. Initial data are shown in table 1.

We will build the tree whose root is sensor S2; this is the
only tree to be built since each fault in the table is first de-
tected on S2. If, for example, cases R1 and R2 were first
detected on S2 while R3 and R4 on S1, we would have had
to build two separate trees, the first with root S2 dealing with
R1; R2 and the second with root S1 dealing with R3; R4.

The root of the tree is thus hS2i but it does not partition the
set of candidates, so we still have R = fR1; R2; R3; R4g,
and �(Ri) = 1 for i = 1; 2; 3; 4. In this example all faults
show themselves with the same delay wrt fault occurrence;
this is the reason why all �(Ri)s have the same value. In a
different situation each would point to the first snapshot for
which sensor S2 has a non-normal reading. Diagnosis must
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be completed by snapshots 4, corresponding to a delay of 3
snapshots. Using the backward strategy we first find out that
with a delay of 3 we would not be able to discriminate R1

and R2, and therefore �(3) = 53. On the other hand, if we
consider a delay of 2 we are able to discriminate all faults,
thus �(0) = �(1) = �(2) = 30:5. The minimum entropy
criterion prompts us to choose the pair hS2; 2i, and we ob-
tain the partition R1 = fR1g;R2 = fR2; R3g;R3 = fR4g.
For R1 and R3 the diagnosis is completed and the algo-
rithm returns respectively ha1; 100i and ha4; 2i. For R2 we
have that the deadline is moved, and we can choose be-
tween delays 0; 1 and 2. However it is immediately clear
that �(0) = �(1) = �(2) = 10; moreover all available pairs
have the same entropy (quite obvious since there are only two
candidates left). We can choose for example hS2; 1i and the
recursive calls return ha2; 10i and ha3; 10i.

The resulting decision tree is shown in figure 3.

〈S2〉

〈S2,2〉

〈S2,1〉〈a4〉〈a1〉

〈a2〉 〈a3〉

l

lzv

v l

Figure 3: Resulting decision tree

5 Conclusions

In this paper we introduced a new notion of diagnostic deci-
sion tree that takes into account temporal information on the
observations and temporal constraints on the recovery actions
to be performed. In this way we can take advantage of the dis-
criminatory power that is available in the model of a dynamic
system. We presented an algorithm that generates temporal
diagnostic decision trees from a set of examples, discussing
also how an optimal tree can be generated.

The automatic compilation of decision trees seems to be a
promising approach for reconciling the advantages of model-
based reasoning and the constraints imposed by the on-board
hardware and software environment. It is worth noting that
this is not only true in the automotive domain and indeed the
idea of compiling diagnostic rules from a model has been
investigated also in other approaches (see e.g., [Darwiche,
1999; Dvorak and Kuipers, 1989]). [Darwiche, 1999], in par-
ticular, discusses how rules can be generated for those plat-
forms where constrained resources do not allow a direct use
of a model-based diagnostic system.

Future work on this topic is mainly related to recovery ac-
tions. While developing the algorithm, we assumed to have
a model of actions and costs where actions are not fault-
dependent (see section 3). Modeling such a situation would
mean to introduce (a) a more sophisticated cost model where
the cost of an action can depend on the behavioral mode of
some system components, and (b) a more detailed deadlines

model, that expresses the cost of not meeting a deadline. No-
tice that this does not affect the core part of the algorithm,
i.e. the one that computes the expected costs related to differ-
ent choices. However having fault-dependent costs requires
a different criterion for stopping the discrimination process
and building a tree leaf, since meeting the deadline becomes
a matter of costs and benefits rather than a strict requirement.

Some other generalizations are more challenging, since
they affect also the core part of the algorithm. As an exam-
ple, we are currently investigating how to integrate actions
and candidate discrimination, e.g. including probing actions
(which modify the system state) and sequences of actions in-
terleaved with measurements.
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Abstract 
This paper presents a methodology for: assessing 
the degree of diagnosability of a system, i.e. 
given a set of sensors, which faults can be 
discriminated? and; characterising and 
determining the minimal additional sensors 
which guarantee a specified degree of 
diagnosability. This method has been applied to 
several subsystems of a Ge neral Electric Frame 6 
gas turbine owned by a major UK utility. 

1 Introduction 
It is commonly accepted that diagnosis and maintenance 
requirements should be accounted for at the very early 
design stages of a system.  For this purpose, methods for 
analysing properties such as diagnosability and 
characterising the instrumentation system in terms of the 
number of sensors and their placement are highly valuable. 
There is hence a significant amount of work dealing with 
this issue, both in the DX community [Console et al., 2000] 
and in the FDI community [Gissinger et al., 2000]. 

This paper proposes a methodology for: 
• assessing the diagnosability degree of  a system, i.e. 

given a set of sensors, which are the faults that can be 
discriminated, 

• characterising and determining the Minimal Additional 
Sensor Sets (MASS) that guarantee a specified diag-
nosability degree. 

The analysis for a given system can be performed at the 
design phase, allowing one to determine which sensors are 

needed, or during the operational life of the system, the 
trade off if not installing more sensors.  

The main ideas behind the methodology are to analyse the 
physical model of a system from a structural point of view. 
This structural analysis is performed following the approach 
by [Cassar and Staroswiecky, 1997]. It allows one to derive 
the Redundant Relations, i.e. those relations which produce 
the Analytical Redundant Relation (ARR) [Cordier et al., 
2000].  

Our contribution builds on these results and proposes to 
derive the potential additional redundant relations resulting 
from the addition of one sensor. All the possible additional 
sensors are examined in turn and a Hypothetical Fault 
Signature Matrix is built. This matrix makes the 
correspondence between the additional sensor, the resulting 
redundant relation and the components that may be 
involved. The second step consists of extending the 
Hypothetical Fault Signature Matrix in an Extended 
Hypothetical Fault Signature Matrix that takes into account 
the addition of several sensors at a time. This later matrix 
summarises all the required information to perform a 
complete diagnosability assessment, i.e. to provide all the 
MASSs which guarantee the desired discrimination level.  

This work is related to [Maquin et al., 1995; Carpentier et 
al., 1997]. Similarly, it adopts the single fault and 
exoneration-working hypothesis in the sense that it is 
assumed that a faulty component always manifests as the 
violation of the redundant relations in which it is involved. 
However, unlike [Maquin et al., 1995] that only deals with 
sensor faults, our approach allows us to handle faults 
affecting any kind of component. 
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This method has been applied to several subsystems of a 
General Electric (GE) Frame 6 gas turbine owned by 
National Power in the framework of the European Trial 
Applications Tiger Sheba Project. This paper focuses on the 
Gas Fuel Subsystem (GFS) for illustrating the method. 

2 The GE Frame 6 Gas Turbine 
National Power is one of the major electricity generating 
companies in the UK and its CoGen wholly owned subsidi-
ary specialises in gas turbine driven power stations provid-
ing electricity and steam. Their Aylesford Newsprint site, 
located just southeast of London generates 40 MW of elec-
tricity for the national grid as well as providing steam to an 
adjacent paper re-cycling plant. The gas turbine is a General 
Electric Frame 6 and has been monitored by the Tiger™ 
software for over three years [Milne and Nicol, 2000]. 

The original Tiger Esprit project [Milne et al., 1996] has 
been developed into the Tiger gas turbine condition moni-
toring software product. Currently over 25 systems are in-
stalled on 5 continents, include 4 systems on offshore oil 
platforms.  

The first prototype Tiger installation included the Ca~En 
qualitative model based diagnosis system [Travé-Massuyès 
and Milne, 1997], but this was not deployed in the first 
commercial installations of Tiger. The Sheba project 
brought Ca~En back into Tiger with a full-scale demonstra-
tion of its capabilities and benefits on a Frame 6 gas turbine. 
This improved Tiger’s capabilities by a more precise predic-
tion of expected behaviour (from qualitative prediction) and 
the addition of model based fault isolation to complement 
the existing rule based diagnosis techniques. Shortly after 
the project started, it became clear that the sensors which 
were installed would limit the diagnosis. Hence work was 
begun to understand the gains that could be made from 
additional sensors. Although this problem is discussed in the 
context of a specific site, it is a widespread important issue 
in many industries. 

2.1 Gas Fuel Subsystem (GFS) 

Figure 1 – Flow diagram of the GE Frame 6 turbine GFS  
 

The main components of the GFS are two actuators: the 
Stop Ratio Valve (SRV) and the Gas Control Valve (GCV). 
These valves are connected in series and control the flow of 
gas fuel that enters in the combustion chambers of the tur-

bine. The first of these valves, the SRV, is controlled by a 
feedback loop that maintains constant gas pressure at its 
output (pressure between the two valves) fpg2. This pressure 
being constant, the gas fuel flow is just determined by the 
position of the GCV. Hence, the GCV is a position-
controlled valve. The GFS diagram in Figure 1 shows the 
variables (low case letter symbols ) and the components 
(capital letter symbols ). For the two valves GCV and SRV, 
hydraulic and mechanical aspects have been distinguished 
(marked “h” and “m”). 

For the GFS, the user's specifications state to consider 
faults on components: GCVm, GCVh, SRVm, SRVh, injec-
tors and some transducers. The set of faults is hence given 
by FGFS={GCVm, GCVh, SRVm, SRVh, Injt, Tfsg, Tfsgr, 
Tfqg, Tcpd}. 

3 A Structural Approach for Analytical Re-
dundancy 

The model of a system can be defined as a set of equations 
(relations) E, which relate a set of variables X∪ Xe, where Xe 
is the set of exogenous variables. In a component-oriented 
model, these relations, called primary relations, are matched 
to the system’s physical components. The structure of a 
model can be stated in a so-called Structural Matrix. 
 Definition 1 (Structural Matrix) Let’s define a matrix SM 
whose rows correspond to model relations and columns 
correspond to model variables. The entries of SM are either 
0 or X: sij is X if and only if the variable in column j is in-
volved in the relation in row i, it is 0 otherwise. Then, S is 
defined as the model Structural Matrix. 

From the model structure, it is possible to derive the 
causal links between the variables [Iwasaki and Simon, 
1986; Travé-Massuyès and Pons, 1997]. These links ac-
count for the dependencies existing among the variables. 
Given a self-contained system S = (E, X)  formed by a set of 
n equations (relations) E in n variables X and the context of 
the system given by the set of exogenous variables, the 
problem of causal ordering is the one determining the de-
pendency paths among variables which would indicate in 
which order every equation should be used to solve succes-
sively for the n unknown variables. 

The problem of computing the causal structure can be 
formulated in a graph theoretic framework; it is then 
brought back to the one of finding a perfect matching in a 
bipartite graph G=(E ∪ X, A) where A is the set of edges 
between variables and equations [Porté et al., 1986]. The 
system being self-contained, the perfect matching associates 
one variable to one equation. A similar method is used in 
the FDI community to obtain a so-called Resolution Process 
Graph (RPG) . [Cassar and Staroswiecki, 1997] have shown 
that this graph can be used to derive the Redundant Rela-
tions within a structural analysis approach.  
 Given a system Σ=(E,X∪ Xe), the set of variables X can 
be partitioned as X=U∪O, where O is the set of observed 
(measured) variables and U is the set of unknown variables. 
Then, the structural approach of [Cassar and Staroswiecki, 
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1997] is based on determining a perfect matching in the 
bipartite graph G=(E∪U, A), i.e. between E and U. Given 
the perfect matching C, the RPG is the oriented graph ob-
tained from G=(E∪U, A) by orienting the edges of A from 
xi towards ej if a(i,j) ∉ C and from ej towards xi if a(i,j) ∈ 
C. 
 Obviously, the number of relations in E is greater or equal 
to the number of unknown variables. If it is greater, then 
some relations are not involved in the perfect matching. 
These relations appear as sink nodes, i.e. without succes-
sors, in the RPG. 
 Definition 2 (Redundant Relation) A Redundant Relation 
(RR) is a relation which is not involved in the perfect match-
ing in the bipartite graph  G=(E∪U, A). 
 RRs are not needed to determine any of the unknown 
variables. Every RR produces an Analytical Redundant 
Relation  (ARR) when the unknown variables involved in 
the RR are replaced by their formal expression by following 
the analytical paths defined by the perfect matching. These 
paths trace back variable -relations dependencies up to the 
observed variables. An ARR hence only contains observed 
variables and can be evaluated from the observations [Cor-
dier et al., 2000]. 

3.1 Redundant Relations for the GFS 
A component-oriented model for the GFS was completed. 
For every component, the behavioural relations refer to 
generic component models [Travé-Massuyès and Escobet, 
1995]. The structural matrix of the GFS model, including 11 
primary relations, is given in Table 1 (transducers are not 
included). 
 

Comp  Rel.  p1 fpg2 p3 cpd fqg q2 q3 q4 fsg  fsgr fag fagr 96 
hq1 

fsr 
out 

fprg 
out 

r1   ⊗ x   x         
Inje ctors 

r2       x ⊗         

r3  x x   ⊗    x       
GCVh  

r4      x ⊗          

r5 x x   x     x      
SRVh  

r6     ⊗  x          

r5         x  ⊗   x   
GCVm 

r6         ⊗     x x  

r8            ⊗ x   
SRVm 

r10          ⊗   x  x 

GCVm + 
SRVh  

r11  ⊗              x 

Table 1 – GFS structural matrix 
 

In Table 1, a shaded column indicates that the variable is 
exogenous. Although some internal variables have sensoare 
measured, let us perform the analysis as if we were at the 
design stage, i.e. as if the set of sensors S=∅. The GFS is 
hence characterised by E={ri / i=1,...,11}, Xe={p1, cpd, 
96hq1, fsrout, fpgrout}, X=U∪O where U={fpg2, p3, fqg, 
q2, q3, q4, fag, fagr} and O=∅.  

A perfect matching has been determined between E and U. 
The entries involved in the perfect matching are indicated 
by circles. This indicates that there is a redundant relation: 
r5.

4 A Structural Approach for Diagnosability 
and Partial Diagnosability 

In this section, a method for determining the diagnosability 
degree of a system and the potential MASS is presented. 
The structural analysis results from [Cassar and Sta-
roswiecki, 1997] presented in the last section constitute the 
starting point of our method. The analysis can be performed 
at the design stage, starting from no sensors at all (S=∅), to 
design the instrumentation system, or during the operational 
life of the system, allowing us to determine the alternative 
MASS to be added to the set of  existing sensors. 
 Let’s first introduce a set of definitions which are used in 
the following.  
 Definition 3 (Diagnosability) [Console et al., 2000] A 
system is diagnosable with a given set of sensors S if and 
only if (i) for any relevant combination of sensor readings 
there is only one minimal diagnosis candidate and (ii) all 
faults of the system belong to a candidate diagnosis for 
some sensor readings.   
 The definition above from [Console et al., 2000], charac-
terises full diagnosability. However, a system may be par-
tially diagnosable.    
 Definition 4  A fault F1 is said to be discriminable from a 
fault F2 if and only if there exists some sensor readings for 
which F1 appears in some minimal diagnosis candidate but 
not F2, and conversely.  
 Given a system Σ and a set of faults F, the discriminabil-
ity relation is an order relation which allows us to order the 
faults: two faults are in the same D-class if and only if they 
are not discriminable. Let’s note D the number of such 
classes. 
 Partial diagnosability can now be characterised by a Di-
agnosability Degree . 
 Definition 5 (Partial Diagnosability — Diagnosability 
Degree) Given a system Σ,  a set of sensors S, and a set of 
faults F, the diagnosability degree d is defined for the triple 
(Σ, S, F) as the quotient of the number of D-classes by the 
number of faults in F, i.e. d=D/Card(F). 
 Proposition 1 The number of D-classes D of a (fully) 
diagnosable system is equal to the number of faults, 
Card(F). 
 A fully diagnosable system is characterised by a diag-
nosability degree of 1. A non-sensored system is character-
ised by a diagnosability degree of 0. 
 Definition 6 (Minimal Additional Sensor Sets) Given a 
partially diagnosable triple (Σ, S, F), an Additional Sensor 
Set is defined as a set of sensors S such that  (Σ, S∪S, F) is 
fully diagnosable. A Minimal Additional Sensor Set is an 
additional sensor set S such that ∀S ‘∈ S, S ‘ is not an 
additional sensor set.  
 Our method is based on deriving the potential additional 
redundant relations resulting from the addition of one sen-
sor. All the possible additional sensors are examined one by 
one and a Hypothetical Fault Signature Matrix is built. This 
matrix makes the correspondence between the additional 
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sensor, the resulting redundant relations and the components 
that may be involved. This is obtained from an AND-OR 
graph which is an extension of the RPG. The second step 
consists in extending the Hypothetical Fault Signature Ma-
trix in an Extended Hypothetical Fault Signature Matrix that 
takes into account the addition of several sensors at a time. 
This later matrix summarises all the required information to 
perform a complete diagnosability assessment, i.e. to pro-
vide all the MASSs that guaranty full diagnosability. 

4.1 AND-OR Graph 
Our method stands on building an AND-OR Graph by ex-
tending the RPG with the hypothetical sensors. The AND-
OR Graph states the flow of alternative computations for 
variables, starting from exogenous variables. To solve a 
relation ri for its matched variable, all the ri’s input variables 
have to be solved (AND). An input variable may have sev-
eral alternative computation pathes (OR).  
 The AND-OR graph is made of alternated levels of vari-
ables and relations. A variable node is associated an OR, for 
the alternative ways to obtain its value, whereas a relation 
node is associated an AND, meaning that several variables 
are necessary to instantiate the relation. Every relation is 
labelled with its corresponding component. 

4.2  Hypothesising Sensors: One at a Time 

In the FDI terminology, the fault signature matrix crosses 
RRs (or ARRs) in rows and (sets of) faults in columns 
(Cordier et al., 2000). The interpretation of some entry sij 
being 0 is that the occurrence of the fault Fj does not affect 
ARRi, meaning that ARRi is satisfied in the presence of that 
fault. sij = 1 means that ARRi is expected to be affected by 
fault Fj, but it is not guaranteed that it will really be (the 
fault might be non detectable by this ARR).  

The ARR-based exoneration assumption is generally 
adopted in the FDI approach, meaning that a fault is as-
sumed to affect the ARRs in which it is involved. Hence, s ij 
= 1 is interpreted as ARR i is violated in the presence of fault 
Fj.  Our approach adopts this assumption as well.  

Definition 7 (Hypothetical Fault Signature (HFS) Matrix)  
The Hypothetical Fault Signature Matrix is defined as the 
set of fault signatures that would result from the addition of 
one sensor, this sensor being taken in turn from the set of all 
possible sensors. 

The HFS matrix is determined by assuming that one more 
sensor is added to the existing ones. Every line of the matrix 
corresponds to the hypothesised additional sensor (H-
Sensor), reported in the first column. The result of adding 
one sensor is to provide one more redundant relation (H-RR 
for hypothetical RR), which corresponds to the relation 
matched (by the perfect matching) to the variable sensored 
by the H-sensor. The resulting H-RR is given in the second 
column.  

Zero entries are interpreted as for the fault signature. Now, 
two types of non zero entries exist in the HFS matrix: “1” 
means that the component (fault) is necessarily involved in 

the corresponding H-RR and “x” means that the component 
may or may not be involved, depending on whether other 
sensors are added. 
 For a given unknown variable, the HFS matrix indicates 
that there are two ways to determine this variable: its H-
sensor or the computation tree for solving the corresponding 
H-RR. The computation tree is a sub graph of the AND-OR 
Graph. Its root is the unknown variable and its branches 
trace back the variable-relation dependencies down to the 
exogenous variables (and eventually the H-sensored vari-
able). The HFS matrix entry values are obtained from the set 
of components whose corresponding relations take part in 
the computation tree. At this stage, the other H-Sensors are 
used to decide whether the entry is “1” or “x”. 

The HFS matrix for the GFS application is given in Table 
2.  
 

H-Sensors H-RR GCVm GCVh SRVm SRVh Injt. Tfsg Tfsgr Tfqg Tcpd 
none r5 x  x  x  1 x x  x  x  x  

fsgr r10 0 0 1 x  0 0 1 0 0 

fagr r8 0 0 1 0 0 0 x  0 0 
fsg r9 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 

fag r7 1 0 0 0 0 x  0 0 0 
fpg2 r11 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 

p3 r1 x  x  x  x  1 x  0 0 1 
q3 r4 x  1 x  x  x x  0 0 x  

q2 r3 x  1 x  x  x x  0 0 x  
fqg r6 x  x  x  1 x x  0 1 x  

Table 2 – HFS matrix of the GFS 
  

 Let us explain the row corresponding to H-sensored fag. 
The computation tree is given in Figure 2. The components 
involved are GCVm, which receives a “1” because it is 
matched to the H-RR (r7) itself, and Tfsg which receives an 
“x”. Indeed, the value of fsg may be obtained from the H-
Sensor, involving Tfsg, or from r9 which is also associated 
GCVm. 

Figure 2 – Computation tree for fag 

4.3 Hypothesising Sensors: Several at a Time   
Given that some non-zero entries of the HFS matrix may be 
“x”, this means that every H-RR in the HFS matrix can have 
several instances depending on the whole set of additional 
sensors, every instance being conditioned by a given set of 
sensors. The isolability properties conditioned by the set of 
sensors for the whole system can be derived from the Ex-
tended HFS matrix (EHFS matrix) which states all the pos-
sible instances of the H-RRs in the HFS matrix. 
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 The EHFS can be generated from the OR-AND graph, by 
analysing all the alternative computation trees.  

The different instances of a H-RR (IRR as Instantiated 
RR) are obtained from the AND-OR graph by following the 
alternative paths for obtaining its associated variable. When 
a relation is in the path, its corresponding component re-
ceives a “1” instead of the “x”. When a sensor is in the path, 
it is recorded in the Sensor Conditions column. This is 
summarised in the EHFS matrix.  
The following table provides the partial EHFS matrix for the 
IRR corresponding to the H-RR r3. 
 

 GCVm GCVh  SRVm SRVh Injt  Tfsg Tfsgr Tfqg Tcpd Sensor Condition 

r31 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 S(q2)^fsg*^S(p3)^fpg2* 

r32 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 S(q2)^fsg*^S(p3) 

r33 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 S(q2)^96hq1*^S(p3)^fpg2* 

r34 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 S(q2)^96hq1*^S(p3) 

r35 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 S(q2)^cpd*^fsg*^fpg2* 

r36 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 S(q2)^cpd*^fsg* 

r37 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 S(q2)^cpd*^96hq1^fpg2* 

r38 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 1 S(q2)^cpd*^96hq1* 

Table 3 – (Partial) EHFS matrix for the GFS 
 

The full EHFS matrix for the GFS contains 61 IRRs and 
summarises all the required information to perform a com-
plete diagnosability assessment.  

5 Diagnosability Assessment 
The EHFS matrix allows us to exhaustively answer the 
question: “Which additional sensors are necessary and 
sufficient (Minimal Additional Sensor Sets) to guarantee 
maximal diagnosability (maximal discrimination between 
the faults)?”. 

5.1 Component Involvement 
Definition 8 (Component involvement) The rows of the 

fault signature matrix of a system (Σ, S, F) and similarly, 
the rows of the EHFS matrix are defined as component 
involvement vectors. In the EHFS matrix, row i is the com-
ponent involvement vector of IRRi. 

Corollary 1 Under the ARR-based exoneration assump-
tion, two IRRs that have the same component involvement 
vector have the same fault sensitivity.  

The proof is trivial and is omitted. 
The IRRs can be grouped in equivalence classes corre-

sponding to the same component involvement vector, i.e. 
the same rows in the EHFS matrix. 

5.2 Alternative Fault Signature Matrices 
We have the following result: 
Proposition 2 Under the ARR-based assumption and 

given a partially diagnosable triple (Σ, S, F), the number of 
D-classes of (Σ, S, F) is given by the structural rank [Travé 
et al., 1989] of its fault signature matrix.  

From the above result and definition 5, one can derive the 
diagnosability degree of (Σ, S, F). 

Definition 9 (Alternative Fault Signature Matrices) Given 
a set of faults F of cardinal n, the Alternative Fault Signa-
ture (AFS) Matrices are given by all the possible Xxn matri-
ces composed by the component involvement vectors corre-
sponding to RRs, i.e. from the actual fault signature matrix, 
and the addition of a selection of component involvement 
vectors from EHFS, where X is = to the number of actual 
RRs.  

We can now state the following result: 
Proposition 3 Under the ARR-based exoneration assump-

tion and given a system(Σ, S, F) with Card(F)=n, the maxi-
mal diagnosability degree is obtained for the maximal struc-
tural rank among the AFS Matrices. 
 Proposition 4 Under the same assumptions as Proposi-
tion 3 and given a maximal rank fault signature matrix, the 
corresponding MASS is obtained as the conjunction of the 
Sensor Conditions associated to the IRRs belonging to this 
FS matrix.  

Due to space constraints, the proofs are not included. 

5.3 Sensors for Achieving Maximal Di-
agnosability in the GFS 

For the GFS application, the questions that have been an-
swered are: 

• Which are the components that can be discriminated 
using the currently available sensors, i.e. which is the 
diagnosability degree of the actual system? 

• Which are the necessary and sufficient additional sen-
sors that guarantee maximal diagnosability, i.e. maxi-
mal discrimination between the 9 faults?  

 Referring to the first question, given the set of actual 
sensors on the GFS SGFS={fpg2, fqg, fsg, fsgr}, the method 
allowed us to assess that the fault signature matrix structural 
rank is 7, implying that only 7 components can be discrimi-
nated. A closer look made clear that GCVh, Injectors and 
Tcpd were the components that could not be discriminated. 
The actual diagnosability degree of (GFS, SGFS ,  FGFS) is  
hence 7/9.  

Let us now consider the second question. Obtaining 
maximal discrimination between the 9 faults comes back to 
obtaining maximal discrimination between {GCVh, Injec-
tors, Tcpd}. The different component involvement vectors 
with respect to GCVh, Injt and Tcpd and their corresponding 
IRRs  can be determined. This allowed us to assess that the 
maximal structural rank that can be achieved by the FS 
matrix when selecting a relevant set of component involve-
ment vectors is 8. It can be noticed that the involvement of 
Injt and Tcpd in the IRRs is always identical, implying that 
these can never be discriminated, given the considered set of 
sensors. However, discrimination can be obtained between 
GCVh and {Injt, Tcpd}. Since the structural rank of the ac-
tual fault signature matrix is 7, it is hence enough to select 
one appropriate component involvement vector from the 
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EHFS matrix to be added to those arising from the available 
sensors. Two solutions exist. The first provides one possible 
MASS: {S(p3), S(q3)}. The second provides two possible 
MASSs: {S(q3), S(q2)} and {S(p3)}. 
 Hence, the “minimal” solution guaranteeing maximal 
diagnosability in the Gas Fuel System is to add one pressure 
sensor on p3.  
 For more details about the application of the method to 
the GFS, the reader can refer to [Travé-Massuyès et al., 
2001]. 

6 Conclusions  
A key issue for practical diagnosis in industry is the trade 
off of installing the minimal sensors, but getting a high 
degree of fault isolation and diagnosis. In order to keep 
costs down, industrial systems are typically configured with 
the minimum set of sensors needed for control and protec-
tion. Long experience has shown that this standard set of 
sensors creates many limitations on how well faults can be 
diagnosed. What industry needs is better information to base 
the trade-off decision on. What do I gain for each possible 
additional sensor? 
  In this paper, we have presented a methodology for show-
ing what gains in diagnosis can be made with which addi-
tional sensors. This is accomplished by analysing the system 
from the model based diagnosis viewpoint, given a set of 
faults which it is desirable to diagnose. The approach has 
been illustrated through the gas fuel system of a General 
Electric Frame 6 gas turbine, based on an actual turbine 
being monitored by the Tiger™ software in the UK. 

This approach can be very beneficial to industry. By being 
able to understand the gains to be made at the cost of a few 
more sensors, there is a real chance to instrument complex 
systems for not only control, but also diagnosis. The possi-
ble cost savings are substantial, not just from the direct 
gains in diagnosis, but in the better design of systems and 
the ability to design systems which will be more robust.  
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Abstract

This paper presents an efficient online mode estima-
tion algorithm for a class of sensor-rich, distributed
embedded systems, the so-called hybrid systems.
A central problem in distributed diagnosis of hy-
brid systems is efficiently monitoring and tracking
mode transitions. Brute-force tracking algorithms
incur cost exponential in the numbers of sensors
and measurements over time and are impractical for
sensor-rich systems. Our algorithm uses a model
of system’s temporal discrete-event behavior such
as a timed Petri net to generate a prior so as to fo-
cus distributed signal analysis on when and where
to look for mode transition signatures of interest,
drastically constraining the search for event combi-
nations. The algorithm has been demonstrated for
the online diagnosis of a hybrid system, the Xerox
DC265 printer.

1 Introduction
Many man-made electro-mechanical systems such as automo-
biles or high-speed printers are best described as hybrid sys-
tems. The dynamics of a hybrid system comprises contin-
uous state evolution within a mode and discrete transitions
from one mode to another, either controlled or autonomous.
A mode of an automobile could be an acceleration phase or a
cruising phase. A printer may have a paper feeding phase fol-
lowed by a registration phase. Within each mode, the dynam-
ics of a system is governed by a continuous behavioral model.
Under a control signal, such as gear shift, the system may tran-
sition to a different operating mode. Certain transitionsare au-
tonomous due to system state reaching a threshold value. For
example, when a paper feed roll contacts a sheet of paper, the
paper starts to move.

Diagnosis of a hybrid system requires the ability to moni-
tor and predict system behaviors and detect and isolate faults.

The monitoring task involves estimating and tracking sys-
tem state and is at the heart of hybrid system diagnosis. In a
sensor-rich environment, the monitoring task is significantly
complicated by the need to associate data from multiple sen-
sors with multiple hypotheses of states, modes, or faults. This
is particularly true for distributed detection and diagnosis in
large complex systems such as highway traffic monitoring or
large print shop fault diagnosis where the numbers of sen-
sors and system components can potentially be very large
(1,000 – 10,000 or more). Recent advances in micro-electro-
mechanical systems (MEMS) and wireless networking have
enabled a new generation of tiny, inexpensive, wirelessly con-
nected MEMS sensors. As shown in Section 2, the complexity
of brute-force monitoring schemes is exponential in the num-
bers of sensors and measurements over time and is clearly not
scalable. Our algorithm addresses this computational prob-
lem.

Monitoring of hybrid systems has two components, mode
estimation and (continuous) state tracking. Once a system is
estimated to be in a particular mode, a continuous state esti-
mator such as Kalman filter could be used to track the continu-
ous state. This paper focuses on the more difficult problem of
mode estimation and its application to sensor-rich, distributed
hybrid system monitoring and diagnosis.

Example. Consider the problem of workflow identifica-
tion and fault diagnosis in a document processing factory (or
print shop), where multiple printing, collating, and binding
machines may be placed in proximity of each other. The ob-
jective is to identify critical printing job and machine operat-
ing parameters for online workflow scheduling and fault di-
agnosis. An example of the printing equipment is the Xe-
rox Document Center DC265 printer, a multifunction system
that prints at 65 pages per minute (Fig. 1). The system is
made of a large number of moving components such as mo-
tors, solenoids, clutches, rolls, gears, belts and so on. A fault
of “no paper at output” may be caused by abrupt failures such
as a broken transfer belt. Paper jams are often caused by sub-
tler component degradation such as roll slippage or timing
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variations of clutch, motor or solenoid due to wear, some of
which is not directly observable with the system’s built-insen-
sors and must be estimated using system behavioral model
and additional sensor information. The printer is an example
of a hybrid system as is illustrated here using its paper feed
subsystem. A component such as the feed motor may be in
any one of the ramp-up, rotating with constant speed, ramp-
down, stationary states, each of which is governed by continu-
ous dynamics. Mode transitions are induced by either control
events or evolution of the continuous dynamics. For exam-
ple, the transition from stationary to ramp-up for the motor is
caused by “turn motor on” control event and can be estimated
using the control event and sensor signal. However, a transi-
tion such as acquisition roll contacting a paper is autonomous
and must be estimated using model and sensor data.
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Figure 1: Print shop with multiple machines such as a Xerox
DC265 printer.
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Figure 2: Acoustic signal for a one-page printing operation of
DC265 printer.

In this example, estimating the timing of the roll contact-
ing paper requires to single out the solenoid pull-inevent from
incoming sensor data streams. The paper path system of the
printer has 3 motors, 10 solenoids, 2 clutches, and a large
number of gears connecting the motors to different rolls and
belts. The testbed to be detailed in Section 4 uses 18 sensors,
each sampled at 40,000 times per second. Many of the system
components may be active around the time of solenoid pull-
in – the so-called cocktail party phenomenon in speech pro-
cessing (Fig. 2). Moreover, other machines may be active in

an environment such as a print shop. As the number of event
hypotheses scales exponentially with the numbers of sensors,
system components, and measurements (Section 2), pulling
the relevant events out of a large number of high-bandwidth
data streams from a multitude of simultaneous sources is a
tremendous computational challenge – the main computa-
tional problem this paper addresses. Signature analysis tech-
niques such as [Hung and Zhao, 1999] could not immediately
be applied to mode estimation without using a model to focus
on when to acquire data and where to look for events.

This paper describes an efficient mode estimation algorithm
for hybrid systems. The algorithm integrates model-based
prediction with distributed signature analysis techniques. A
timed Petri net model represents the temporal discrete-event
behavior of a hybrid system. The model generates event pre-
dictions that focus distributed signal processing on when and
where to look for signatures of interest, and estimation of sig-
nature in turn refines and updates model parameters and states.
The algorithm is novel in its use of model knowledge to dras-
tically shrink the range of a time-domain search for events
of interest, and has been experimentally validated on a multi-
sensor diagnostic testbed.

Monitoring and diagnosis of hybrid systems are an active
research area. Existing approaches to hybrid system monitor-
ing and diagnosis do not address the computational data asso-
ciation problem associated with distributed multi-sensor sys-
tems [Bar-Shalom and Fortmann, 1999] and assume sensor
outputhas already been properly assembled to form likelihood
functions of system output. Moreover, they assume either no
autonomous mode transition or autonomous transition with-
out signal mixing. [Lerner et al., 2000] described a Bayesian
network approach to tracking trajectories of hybrid systems.
They introduced a method of smoothing that backward prop-
agates evidence to re-weigh earlier beliefs so as to retain weak
but otherwise important belief states without explicitly track-
ing all the branches over time. [Kurien and Nayak, 2000] ad-
dressed the temporal branching problem in tracking using a
consistency-based generation and revision of belief states in
a partially observable Markov decision process formulation.
[McIlraith, 2000] described a particle filter approach to track-
ing multiple models of behaviors. Qualitative diagnosis tech-
niques such as [McIlraith et al., 2000] are used to provide a
temporal prior to focus the sampling of particle filter on part of
the distribution consistent with the model prediction. In con-
trast, our approach exploits model knowledge of control and
discrete-event behaviors of hybrid systems to address the ex-
ponentialblow-up in data association of multi-sensorobserva-
tion, as well as the complexity due to multiple measurements
over time.

The rest of the paper describes three main contributions
of this work: Section 2 presents a formulation of the mode
estimation problem for distributed monitoring of hybrid sys-
tems and its computational challenges. Section 3 describes
the mode estimation algorithm for both controlled and au-
tonomous mode transitions. The algorithm has been demon-
strated as part of a diagnosis system for the Xerox DC265
multifunction printer and experimental results are presented
in Section 4.
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2 Hybrid System Mode Estimation Problem

In the mode estimation problem we consider, a hybrid system
is described by a 6-tuple: (X;Q;�; Y; f; g), where X is the
continuous state space of the system, Q is the mode space (set
of discrete states), Y is the space of sensor signals, � is the set
of possible control inputs to the system, f : X � Q � � !

X �Q is the transition function, and g : X �Q��! Y is
the observation function.

The mode space Q can be understood as the product of in-
dividual component modes of an n-component system, with
each mode vector denoted as q = [q1; : : : ; qn]T 2 Q.
For an l-sensor system, the sensor output vector is y =
[y1; : : : ; yl]

T 2 Y , where yi is the output of sensor i. Each
yi could be a measure of a signal from component mode qj
alone or a composite signal of multiple components.

The problem of mode estimation in a multi-sensor environ-
ment can be stated as follows. At each time step t, given the
previous mode estimate at t�1 and current observation, mode
estimation is a mapping:

E : Qt�1
� Y t

! Qt (1)

Equivalently, the mode estimation problem is to estimate �
such that q�+1 = E(q� ;y�+1), and q�+1 6= q

� , i.e., the time
instance when one or more component modes have changed.

Mode transitions induced by external control events can be
estimated using the control events and sensor signals. Au-
tonomous transitions must be estimated using a combination
of system model, control event sequence, and sensor signals.

To estimate q
t 2 Qt, components of yi contributed by

mode components qj’s must be associated with the qj’s in or-
der to determine if there is a transition for qj, and if so, what
the parameters (such as transition time) are. We illustrate the
computational difficulties of data association for the hybrid
system mode estimation problem for two cases.

Case I. Assume there is no signal mixing and each yi mea-
sures a signal sj 2 S from system component j only. The
number of possible associations of yi’s with the correspond-
ing qj’s is nl, that is, it is exponential in the number of sensors
at each time step.

Case II. More generally, each sensor signal yi measures a
composite of sj’s through a mixing function: H : S t

! Y t.
Without prior knowledge about H, any combination of sj’s
could be present in yi’s. Pairing each yi with sj’s creates n!
associations. The total number of associations of y with q is
(n!)l / 2nl, i.e., exponential in the numbers of sensors and
signal sources.

For applications such as diagnosis, it is often necessary to
reason across multiple time steps and examine the history of
mode transitions in order to identify a component fault oc-
curred in an earlier mode. Each pairing of observation with
mode vector in the above single-step mode estimation creates
a hypothesis of the system mode transitionsequence. As more
observations are made over time, the total number of possi-
ble mode transition sequences is exponential in the numbers
of sensors and measurements over time.

3 An Online Mode Estimation Algorithm
The objective of mode estimation is to estimate the mode tran-
sition sequence of a hybrid system:

q
�1!q

�1+1 = q
�2!q

�2+1 : : :q�k!q
�k+1 : : :

where q�i 6= q
�i+1. Each transition is caused by one or more

mode transitions of components of q.
Assuming each sensor output yi is a linear superposition1

of possibly time-shifted sj’s

yi(t) =
nX

j=1

�ijsj(t� �ij); i = 1; : : : ; l (2)

or more compactly,

y
t = D(�ij; �ij) � s

t (3)

where D(�ij; �ij) is an l � n mixing matrix with elements
dij = �ij�(t � �ij) and �(t � �ij) is the sampling function.
The operator � denotes element-wise convolution in the same
way matrix-vector multiplication is performed.

In particular, when sj represents the signal event character-
istic of the mode transition q

�i

j
!q

�i+1

j
, the mode estimation

problem is then to determine �ij, the onset of the signal event
sj, and�ij, the contributionof sj to the composite sensor out-
put yi. A common physical interpretation for the mixing pa-
rameters � and � is that � characterizes signal arrival time at
each sensor, and � sensor gain for each sensor.

The following mode estimation algorithm computes
P (D(�; � )jyt), the posterior probability distribution of �

and � given observation y
t, iterating through the following

three steps: (1) Use a model of system behaviors to generate
a temporal prior P (D(�; � )) of transition events within
the time window associated with the current time step; (2)
Decompose sensor observation as a sum of component signal
eventsyt = D(�; � )�st, and compute the likelihoodfunction
P (ytjD(�; � )); (3) Compute the posterior probability distri-
bution of the mode transition P (D(�; � )jyt) using Bayesian
estimation and update the mode vector. The algorithm is
suited for a distributed implementation. Assume each node
stores a copy of signal component templates ŝj(t). At each
step, a few global nodes broadcast the model prediction, and
each node locally performs signal decomposition, likelihood
function generation, and Bayesian estimation.

Mode Estimation Algorithm

Initialize q0;
for n = 1; 2; : : : ;
(1) Prediction:

P (D(�n; �n)) = ModelPrediction(qn�1)
(2) Signal decomposition and likelihood generation:

r
n(t) = y

n(t)� ŷ
n(t)

where ŷn(t) = D(�n; �n) � ŝn(t) ;

P (ynjD(�n; �n)) = (2�)�
l

2 jRj
�

1
2 exp

�
�

1
2
(rn)TR�1(rn)

�

where R is the covariance matrix for rn;
(3) Update:

P (D(�n; �n)jyn) / P (ynjD(�n; �n))P (D(�n; �n))

1When the signals are nonlinearly superposed, then a nonlinear
source separation method must be used.
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D(�n; �n) = argmax(�n ;�n)P (D(�n; �n)jyn)

q
n = NextMode(D(�n; �n);qn�1)

end

To address the problem of exponential blowup in data as-
sociation described earlier, ModelPrediction uses a model to
predict signal events that are present within a time window,
thus focusing the signal event localization and association on
just the predicted subset of events. A variety of models such
as timed finite automata or Petri nets (Section 4.2) could be
used to generate a prior. Other possible candidates include
partially observable Markov decision processes and dynamic
Bayesian nets suitably modified to encode both discrete and
continuous variables. Signal decomposition and Bayesian es-
timation identify the signal events that are most likely present,
thus eliminating the exponential factor in associating events
with component modes. The tracking cost is linear in the num-
ber of measurements over time. NextMode updates the mode
vector q with the identified mode parameters � and � . Al-
ternatively, instead of keeping only the most likely events ac-
cording to posterior, the algorithm could be extended to main-
tain less likely events by propagating the full posterior distri-
bution and using techniques such as backtracking [Kurien and
Nayak, 2000] or smoothing [Lerner et al., 2000] to manage
the branching complexity.

The notation y(t) in the algorithm represents the observa-
tion within a time window of interest. In the signal decompo-
sition ŷi(t) =

P
n

j=1�ij ŝj(t � �ij), fŝj jj = 1; : : : ; lg, are
the so-called signal event templates that characterize sj’s and
are constructed from training data.

The model predicts what combinations of signal compo-
nents are present (the �’s) and how they are appropriately
shifted (the � ’s) within the time window of interest. Given the
parameters � and � , the likelihood functions for sensors are
assumed to be independent of each other. Since each signal
template has a non-zero finite length, it is necessary to account
for adjacent signal events spilling from the previous time step
into the current time window. Given an observation, the pa-
rameters �n and �n are determined by maximizing the poste-
rior in Bayesian estimation.

For simplicity, the likelihood functions are assumed to be
Gaussian. For non-Gaussian, multi-modal priors and likeli-
hood functions, techniques such as mixture models or parti-
cle filter (also known as sequential Monte Carlo or Conden-
sation) could be used to represent and propagate probabilistic
evidence.

The algorithm exploits a temporal prior to manage the com-
putational complexity in mode estimation. Likewise, a spatial
prior could also be exploited to associate each yi with one or
a small number of identifiable signal sources sj’s, using tech-
niques such as beamforming in a multi-sensor system.

4 Experiment: An application to diagnosis of
DC265 printer

We have prototypeda diagnosis system comprising three main
components: timed Petri net model, mode estimation, and
decision-tree diagnoser (Fig. 3).

Discrete-event data from built-in sensors and control com-
mands of the printer are used to drive the Petri net model. The

Controller Plant

Timed Petri
Net Model

Mode
Estimation

Detection &
Diagnosis

control events sensor events

prior

posterior

deviation query

fault candidate

Figure 3: Architecture of the prototype diagnosis system.

model compares observed sensor events with their expected
values. When a fault occurs, the deviation from the Petri net
simulation triggers the decision-tree diagnoser. The diagnoser
either waits for the next sensor event from the Petri net or
queries the mode estimator for a particular event, depending
on the next test. The mode estimator requests a temporal prior
from the Petri net, uses the prior to retrieve the segment of the
signal from appropriate sensors, and computes the posterior
of the event. The Petri net uses the event posterior to update
model parameters, generate a deviation of the event parame-
ter for the diagnoser, and the process iterates until there are
no more sensor tests to perform and the diagnoser reports the
current fault candidates.

4.1 Experimental testbed
We have instrumented an experimental testbed, the Xerox
Document Center 265ST printer (Fig. 1), with a multi-sensor
data acquisition system and a controller interface card for
sending and retrieving control and sensor signals. The moni-
toringand diagnosis experiment to be discussed in this section
will focus on the paper feed subsystem (Fig. 4).

The function of the paper feed system is to move sheets
of paper from the tray to the xerographic module of the
printer, orchestrating a number of electro-mechanical compo-
nents such as feed and acquisition rolls, feed motor, acquisi-
tion solenoid, elevator motor, wait station sensor, and stack
height sensor. The feed motor is a 24V DC motor that drives
the feed and acquisition rolls. The acquisition solenoid is used
to initiate the feeding of the paper by lowering the acquisition
roll onto the top of the paper stack. The elevator motor is used
to regulate the stack height at an appropriate level. The wait
station sensor detects arrival of the leading or trailing edge of
the paper at a fixed point of the paper path. The stack height
sensor is used to detect the positionof the paper stack and con-
trols the operation of elevator motor.

In the experimental setup, in addition to the system built-in
sensors, audio and current sensors are deployed for estimat-
ing quantities not directly accessible (so-called virtual sen-
sors [Sampath et al., 2000]). A 14-microphone array is placed
next to the printer. Ground return currents of various subsys-
tems of the printer are acquired using three 0.22
 inline resis-
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Figure 4: Paper feed system of Xerox DC265 printer

tors. Sensor signals are acquired at 40K samples/sec/channel
and 16 bit/sample by a 32-channel data acquisition system.

The printer is designed such that control and sensor sig-
nals are passed between the controller and printer components
through a common bus. By using an interface card these con-
trol and sensor signals can be accurately detected and mapped
to the analog data acquired by the data acquisition system.
Another controller interface card is used to systematically ex-
ercise components of the printer one at a time in order to build
individual signal templates required by the mode estimation
algorithm.

4.2 Prediction using a timed Petri net model

We use a timed Petri net to model temporal discrete-event be-
havior of hybrid systems instead of finite automata for the fol-
lowing reasons. First, Petri nets offer significant computa-
tional advantages over concurrent finite automata when the
physical system to be modeled contains multiple moving ob-
jects. For example, it is desirable for a model of printer to
compactly describe multiple sheets of paper and a variable
number of sheets in a printing operation. Second, Petri nets
can be used to model concurrency and synchronization in dis-
tributed systems very efficiently without incurring state-space
explosion. Hybrid system models based on Petri nets have
been developed, for example, in [Koutsoukos et al., 1998].

The dynamics of a Petri net is characterized by the evolu-
tion of a marking vector referred to as the state of the net. The
marking vector represents the mode of the underlying hybrid
system and is updated upon firing of transitions synchronized
with system events. In a timed Petri net, transition firings can
be expressed as functions of time. A timed Petri net can be
used to monitor a physical system by firing some of the tran-

sitions in synchronization with external events. In this case, a
transition is associated with an external event that corresponds
to a change in state of the physical system. The firing of the
transition will occur when the associated event occurs and the
transition has been enabled.

Here, we associate with each transition a firing time do-
main [�min; �max]. The transition is enabled when all its input
places are marked, but the firing of the transition occurs at a
specific time instant within the time domain. The advantage
of this formalism is that it takes into consideration stochastic
fluctuations in the time duration of physical activities in the
system. If statistical information for the firings of the transi-
tion is provided, then the firing time domain can be augmented
with a probability distribution characterizing the time instant
the transition fires after it has been enabled. The model can
be used to generate temporal prior probability distribution for
the occurrence of autonomous events.

The Petri net model of the normal operation of the paper
feed system is derived from the control specification of the
system (shown in Fig. 5). Control commands issued by the
controller and outputs of built-in sensors are external events
for the appropriate transitions of the Petri net. For exam-
ple, the transition labeled by “Ac sl on” corresponds to the
event “acquisition solenoid on” and will fire when the con-
troller issues a command to energize the solenoid if it is en-
abled. The transition labeled by “Dr ac rl” corresponds to the
autonomous event “drop acquisition roll” that for the normal
operation of the system should occur within a specified time
interval [�min; �max] from the time it was enabled. The tran-
sition labeled by “LE@S1” corresponds to the event the wait
station sensor detects the leading edge of the paper and should
also occur in a specified time interval. This time interval is de-
rived using the motion dynamics of the paper according to the
specifications. This transition is synchronized with the corre-
sponding sensor signal from the physical system and is used
to detect if the paper arrives late at the wait station sensor or
does not arrive at all. This is accomplished by implementing
a watchdog timer for the event based on the specifications of
the paper feed system. It should be noted that the Petri net of
Fig. 5 models the control logic of the paper feed system and
can capture concurrent behavior for multiple sheets and mul-
tiple components in an efficient manner.

4.3 Diagnoser
The diagnostic process consists of the following two steps.
First, a fault symptom table is generated by a simulation of
the hybrid system model of the paper feed system that param-
eterizes both abrupt and gradual failures. Due to space limi-
tations, interested readers should refer to [Koutsoukos et al.,
2001] for details of the fault parameterization and the fault
symptom table generation. Alternatively, the fault symptom
table could be derived from experimental methods such as
FMEA when feasible. Second, a decision tree is compiled
from the fault symptom table and it is then used as the di-
agnoser. The fault symptom table contains qualitative devi-
ations of the sensor variables for different failure modes. In-
dividual measurements are labeled as normal (0), above nor-
mal (+), below normal (�), maximum value (max), and min-
imum value (min). The minimum and maximum values are
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Figure 5: Petri net model of the paper feed system.

used to distinguish, for example, between a slow motor and a
stalled motor. For real-time, embedded applications, the fault
symptom table can be compactly represented by a correspond-
ing decision tree using, for example, the ID3 algorithm [Quin-
lan, 1993].

In our diagnosis system we have two types of sensors, built-
in sensors that are always accessible with a low cost and
virtual sensors that cannot be used directly in the diagnoser
but require the invocation of the mode estimation algorithm.
Thus, the built-in sensors can be used for fault detection and
trigger the diagnosis algorithm. The diagnoser will try to iso-
late the fault using only the built-in sensors. If this is not pos-
sible, then it will use virtual sensors. In order to take into
consideration the sensor characteristics, we associate with the
built-in sensors a cost equal to 0 and with the virtual sensors
a cost equal to K > 0. The objective of the decision tree
generation algorithm is to minimize the weighted cost of the
tree

X

L2leaves

P (L)
X

X2path(L)

C(X), where P (L) is the proba-

bility of a fault or faults corresponding to leaf L of the tree
and C(X) is the cost of sensor test at node X of the path toL.
A decision tree minimizing the weighted cost is generated by
applying the ID3 algorithm in two phases. First, ID3 builds
a tree using only the built-in sensors. Next, ID3 is applied to
leaf nodes of the tree with more than one faults, and generates
subtrees for those leaves using the virtual sensors (see Fig. 6).

4.4 Experimental Results
The diagnosis system of Fig. 3 has been demonstrated on four
test fault scenarios, using the Petri net model of the paper
feed system, the automatically generated decision tree, and
the mode estimation algorithm. The system, implemented in
MATLAB running on a Win2000 PC, sequentially scans pre-
recorded data streams to emulate online monitoring. The four
test cases involve a feed roll worn fault (labeled as “8” in
the decision tree of Fig. 6) ), a feeder motor belt broken fault
(“5”), an acquisition roll worn fault (“11”), and a motor slow
ramp-up fault (“2”), and cover an interestingsubset of system-

max
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Figure 6: Decision tree for diagnosing faults in the paper feed
system.

level faults of the printer. These faults may cause a delayed
paper or no paper at subsequent sensors. Note the two “worn”
cases are not directly observable. Our algorithm isolates the
faults by reasoning across several sensor tests to rule out com-
peting hypotheses using the decision tree. The motor slow
ramp-up fault could be directly observed by the correspond-
ing virtual sensor test only at the cost of substantial signature
analysis. Instead, our algorithm uses less expensive system
built-in sensors to monitor and detect faults and only invokes
virtual sensor tests on a when-needed basis.

Let’s examine the trace of the diagnosis output for one of
the fault scenarios. The paper arrives late at wait station sen-
sor LE@S1. The arrival time is compared with the expected
time to generate a qualitative deviation “+”, which triggers
the diagnosis. The value of LE@S1 rules out faults such as
drive train broken. Reading off of the decision tree, the next
test TE@S1, trailing edge arrival time, is then invoked and re-
turns normal (“0”). This rules out feed roll worn and motor
slow ramp-up faults since both would cause the tailing edge
late. Next on the decision tree, the more expensive acquisition
solenoid pull-in time test (AS.pt) is invoked. This calls the
mode estimation algorithm to determine the transition time at
which the acquisition roll contacts the paper (or equivalently,
solenoid pull-in), an autonomous transition event. The com-
posite signal of one-page printing is shown in Fig. 2. The esti-
mation uses acoustic and current signal templates of solenoid
(Fig. 7) and motor (Fig. 8) to compute a posterior probabil-
ity distribution of the pull-in event. Using the Petri net model
prediction [495ms,505ms] to localize the event search, the es-
timation algorithm determines that the event is 2.5 ms later
than the nominal value, well within the permissible range (see
the peak location of posterior in Fig. 9). Therefore, AS.pt re-
turns “0”, and the only candidate remaining is the acquisition
roll worn fault, which is the correct diagnosis. Physically, the
reduced friction between the worn acquisition roll and paper
causes the leading edge of the paper late at LE@S1. But this
does not affect the trailing edge arrival time since the paper
stops momentarily when the sensor detects the leading edge,
and moves again without using the acquisition roll. In con-
trast, a worn feed roll would cause the trailing edge to be late.
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The cost of the mode estimation algorithm scales linearly
with the numbers of sensors and measurements when the
mostly likely hypothesis is kept after each mode estimation.
The cost of estimating � is exponential in the number of ac-
tive component sources predicted by the model, since it has
to check combinations of active sources present in the signal.
Estimating � employs a search for the maximum peak in the
posterior in the mode parameter space. A brute-force search
of the space is complete but at the cost exponential in the num-
ber of predicted active component sources. A gradient-decent
search significantly speeds up the search and usually termi-
nates withina small number of steps, but at the risk of possibly
converging to local maxima. Experimentally, the diagnosis of
the fault scenario described above was completed in 5 seconds
for a sensor data sequence of 1.5 seconds in length.
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Figure 7: Acoustic and (high-pass filtered) current signal tem-
plates for AS pull in event.

5 Conclusions
This paper has presented a novel model-based mode estima-
tion algorithm for monitoring and diagnosing multi-sensor
distributed embedded systems. This work has demonstrated
that monitoring of multi-sensor distributed hybrid systems
can effectively exploit the knowledge of control and discrete-
event behaviors of the system to drastically mitigate the expo-
nential blowup due to the sensor data association problem.

There are a number of ways this work can be extended.
The simple sensor cost function could be generalized to
model more realistic distributed processing and communica-
tion characteristics in a distributed multi-sensor environment.
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Figure 8: Acoustic signal template for FM ramp up event.
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Figure 9: Posterior distribution of AS pull in time.

Currently, while mode estimation can be distributed, model
simulation and diagnosis are performed centrally. Distribut-
ing the model and diagnostic reasoning would require main-
taining and updating hypotheses on multiple nodes and re-
mains as one of the topics for future research.
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Abstract

We propose to extend the temporal causal graph
formalisms used in model-based diagnosis in or-
der to deal with non trivial interactions like (partial)
cancellation of fault effects. A high-level causal
language is defined in which properties such as the
persistence of effects and the triggering or sustain-
ing properties of causes can be expressed. Various
interaction phenomena are associated with these
features. Instead of proposing an ad hoc reason-
ing mechanism to process this extended formalism,
the specifications in this language are automatically
translated into an event calculus based language
having well-established semantics. Our approach
improves the way fault interaction and intermittent
faults are coped with in temporal abductive diagno-
sis.

1 Introduction
In the field of model-based diagnosis, which aims at explain-
ing abnormal observations,causal graphs[Consoleet al.,
1989] have been widely used to formulate the “deep knowl-
edge” specifying how a faulty system may evolve. Such a
graph models the causal chains leading from initial faults to
observable symptoms. The causal graph is used abductively
in order to compute the set of initial faults explaining the ob-
servations (for example[Brusoniet al., 1995]).

In most diagnostic applications, the temporal aspect ap-
pears to be crucial, either because some effects depend on
the duration of fault occurrences or on their order, or because
different faults leading to similar effects can be discriminated
by the order in which symptoms appear or by the delays sep-
arating symptom occurrences. Causal graphs have been ex-
tended to take time into account[Brusoniet al., 1995]: the
nodes represent time dependent propositions (fluents[Sande-
wall, 1994]); the edges correspond to formulas:
C1 : : : Cn cause E fTemporal Constraintsg (1)

Such a causal relation can be informally interpreted as: the
conjunction of factsC1 : : : Cn leads to the occurrence of the
effectE. Usually, the temporal constraints indicate the delay
before the effect occurs. But they can also impose a minimal
duration for the cause to produce the effect, or state that the
effect has a maximal duration.

Though one of the claimed advantages of this kind of deep
knowledge is the ability to represent fault interaction, para-
doxically, existing diagnosis abductive algorithms[Brusoniet
al., 1997; Gamper and Nejdl, 1997] deal with limited forms
of interaction. The language is restricted to positive effects
and the interaction of faults reduced to additional effects.
Moreover, unique fault and absence of uncertainty are cur-
rently hypothesized, which limits the interaction problem.

In real cases however, interaction can be much more com-
plex: the effects of a fault can prevent, delay or accelerate the
appearance of the effects due to other faults. In the medical
domain for instance, the patient is often under treatment when
the diagnosis is performed: the beneficial effects of drugs - in-
teracting with the disease effects - must be taken into account
as well as their secondary effects[Long, 1996]. Another
kind of interaction is illustrated by the conjunction of two
diseases leading to the absence of symptoms that are charac-
teristic of one of the diseases. Existing approaches dealing
with interaction in causal models[Gazza and Torasso, 1995;
Long, 1996] propose to extend the causal language. First of
all, negative effects (not(E)) are allowed in causal relations
in order to express preventing effects. Secondly, the causal
ontology is enriched by introducing knowledge on the causes
and the effects. Thirdly, priorities between causal relations
can be asserted. The advantage of this method is a relatively
easy incremental knowledge acquisition. The weakness of
existing approaches is the use of ad hoc reasoning mecha-
nisms, able to manage the different interaction schemes based
on the particular features of the causal relations, but depen-
dent on the chosen causal ontology.

The problem of interacting faults is strongly related to
the problem of concurrent actions representation encoun-
tered in the domain of action modeling. Deducing indi-
rect effects of actions (the so-called ramification problem)
requires to take the way they interact into account. In the
theories of action and change, the problem has first been
viewed as how to integrate the treatment of interaction in
existing formalisms, and has been partially solved by in-
troducing state constraints and conditional effects into ac-
tion rules[Boutilier and Brafman, 1997; Miller and Shana-
han, 1999]. A now quite common way to tackle the ram-
ification problem is to associate to the set of rules describ-
ing the direct effects of actions a set of causal rules mod-
eling their indirect effects[Giunchiglia and Lifschitz, 1998;
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Deneckeret al., 1998]. An interesting method consists in us-
ing the notion ofinfluence[Karlssonet al., 1998]: actions
have no direct effects but influences. Separate rules describe
the effects resulting from different conjunctions of influences.
The main drawback of these approaches is the difficulty of
knowledge representation.

This paper proposes to combine the advantages of both pre-
ceding approaches by using a high-level causal language ded-
icated to the interaction problem. This language is powerful
enough to express various forms of interaction. An automatic
translation into an event calculus variant[Kowalski and Ser-
got, 1986] makes explicit the implicit knowledge embedded
in causal relations and provides clear semantics to the lan-
guage. Moreover, this translation step makes the reasoning
mechanisms no longer dependent on the ontology of causal-
ity as it produces an intermediate representation which can be
exploited by dedicated algorithms. This work was motivated
by an industrial application in the field of diagnosis. An effi-
cient abductive diagnosis algorithm, making use of heuristics
and specialized temporal constraint managers, has been de-
veloped[Grosclaude and Quiniou, 2000].

Section 2 introduces interaction leading to masked or de-
layed effects on several motivating examples. In section 3,
we describe the formalism of the extended causal graph and
explain in section 4 how it can be translated into the event cal-
culus. In section 5, we evoke the application of the method
to diagnosis. Our proposition is compared to related work in
section 6 and we conclude in section 7.

2 Motivating examples
Example 1 A fire alarm starts ringing immediately after
smoke has been detected and keeps ringing as long as smoke
remains. The alarm is electrical, so may be subject to power
cut. In a causal graph the situation could be described by:
smoke cause alarm fIa begun by Isg
power_cut cause not(alarm) fIna equals Ipcg

whereIa, Is, Ina andIpc are the temporal extents associated
to the basic propositionsalarm, smoke andpower_cut. be-
gun byandequalscorrespond to Allen temporal relations.
Let us suppose that smoke is observed and that a power cut
occurs, as illustrated by fig. 1. To derive the common sense
consequences of these interacting events, some extra knowl-
edge is necessary: the power cut takes precedence over the
smoke, the effect of the power cut is not persistent after power
is back; the smoke sustains the alarm and triggers it again af-
ter cancellation.

Here follows a way to represent the situation by expliciting
the relations between the start/end instants of the phenomena:
a) - the start of smoke causes the alarm to ring if power is on;
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Figure 3: Example 3

b) - the start of the power cut provokes the end of the alarm
if the alarm is ringing;
c) - at the end of the power cut the alarm starts again if some
smoke is still present.

Example 2Figure 2 differs from the previous one by the fact
that the fire alarm is only triggered when a particular smoke
concentration is reached. The difference is that the “smoke”
cause is instantaneous and triggers the alarm at inception
instead of sustaining it from beginning to end. In this case,
the alarm will not reappear at the end of the power cut (the
smoke concentration is already above the triggering thresh-
old). The a) and b) relations are valid but the c) relation is not.

Example 3 The example represented in fig. 3, taken from
[Gazza and Torasso, 1995], involves on the one hand, an oil
loss from a motor leading to a lubrication problem if it lasts
more than 2 hours and, on the other hand, an addition of oil.
The effects of the two interacting phenomena correspond to
the following relations:
d) - the oil loss provokes a lack of lubrication 2 hours after its
start if no oil is added during this time;
e) - the oil addition stops a lubrication problem;
f) - if oil is added during oil loss the lubrication problem is
delayed to 2 hours later (if no oil is added meanwhile).
In the following, we propose a high-level language in which
properties of the causal relations influencing interaction phe-
nomena can be expressed. We show how these relations in-
ducing constraints on the starts/ends of causes and effects can
be translated into axioms in an event calculus formalism.

3 The high-level language ECG
The previous examples show that the interaction outcomes
can be derived from extra knowledge on the causal relations.
In this section we propose a high-level representation lan-
guage which corresponds to an extended causal graph (ECG).

The entities we consider are propositional descriptions of
situations, events or properties and are referred to as fluents
([Sandewall, 1994]). Since we are dealing with time, the
truth value of an entity is associated to time intervals. The
ECG is composed of a set of causal relations having the
following form:

[TYPC1
]C1^� � �^[TYPCn

]Cn fMDg causal_link E fDg

where the causesCi and the effectE are in a positive or nega-
tive form. The set of causes is referred as the Cause. The time
interval associated to the Cause is the maximal time interval
where all the causes are simultaneously true1. Under the con-

1This is a simplifying choice and nothing prevents from extend-
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Example 1: (1.a) [C]smoke cause alarm f0g
(1.b) [CN ]power_cut impose [non_pers] not(alarm) f0g

Example 3: (1.c) [C]oil_loss ^ [C]not(add_oil) f2hg cause pb_lubrication f2h;1g
(1.d) [OS]add_oil impose not(pb_lubrication) f0g

Example 4: (1.e) [C]sparks ^ [CN ]gasoline_loss cause [non_pers] flames f0g

Figure 4: Examples of causal rules in the ECG formalism

dition that this interval is non empty, the effect occurs and its
validity interval satisfies the temporal conditions2. The tem-
poral features of a causal relation are given by the delayD
and the minimal duration of the CauseMD. The delayD =
[dmin, dmax] represents the time units between the start of
the Cause and the start of the effect. The minimal duration
of the CauseMD indicates how long the Cause must last to
produce the effect.
This language is particularly suited to the expression of in-
teraction patterns from which the precise effects of interact-
ing causes will be deduce. The causal ontology has been ex-
tended in order to express priorities between causal relations,
to specify two forms of effect persistence and different kind
of causal relations (as trigger or sustain).

- thecausal-linkcan be one of {cause, impose, may_cause,
may_impose}.cause andimpose express the strength of the
causal relation,causebeing weaker thanimpose. When two
causes have opposite effects, the causal link with the lowest
priority produces its effect only if no causal link with a higher
priority is enabled3. In example 1, represented in the ECG in
fig. 4, smoke causes alarm and power-cut imposes not(alarm).
may_cause andmay_impose express the uncertainty of the
causal relation as in[Consoleet al., 1989].

- thetype of effect persistenceindicates whether an effect
lasts even when its inducing cause has disappeared or if it
does not survive it. If qualified bynon_perseffects are non
persistent (non_pers(d)means that the effect disappears after
a delayd), otherwise they are persistent by default.

- the type of causalityTYPCi
is one of {OS, C, CN} and

indicates for each cause whether it triggers or sustains the ef-
fect. When aOS (One-shot) cause comes true ittriggers
the effect. In fig. 2, reaching a given level of smokiness trig-
gers the alarm; the alarm keeps on ringing until some other
fact stops it. AC (Continuous) causesustainsthe effect:
the effect is “continuously” triggered by the cause. The effect
can be temporarily masked but reappears later on if the cause
is still present. In example 1, the smoke sustains the alarm
which, even interrupted by a power-cut, can reappear. A
CN (for Continuously-Necessary) cause is needed for a non-
persistent effect to persist. In example 4 (fig. 4), gasoline is a
CN cause: flames disappear when there is no more gasoline.
Integrity constraints complete the description of the causal
graph and allow to specify the maximal duration of a state.

Note that, contrary to[Gazza and Torasso, 1995], the type
of causality is assigned to each individual cause, as each one

ing the formalism to set other constraints between the causesCi.
2The unique effect is not restrictive as multiple effects can be

expressed by several causal relations with the same Cause.
3The two degrees of priority can clearly be extended to an or-

dered set of priorities, as in[Gazza and Torasso, 1995].

can play a different role. See example 4 (fig. 4) where the
sparks are only necessary to trigger flames, whereas gasoline
loss must be continuously present.

4 From the high-level causal language to
event calculus

The high-level language presented above makes easier the
representation of temporal causal relations. Sentences in this
language are then translated into formulas of an intermedi-
ate language, a variant of the Event Calculus[Kowalski and
Sergot, 1986]. These formulas express the temporal relations
existing between the starts or ends of causes and the starts or
ends of the produced effects. Reasoning tasks, such as abduc-
tive explanation for diagnosis, rely upon this language. This
approach has several benefits: on the one hand, a clear seman-
tics is provided to our causal formalism; on the other hand,
the causal ontology for interaction can be easily completed or
changed by updating the set of translation rules without modi-
fying the reasoning tasks. First, we present the event calculus
formulation that we have used and then the rules translating
(extended) causal relations into event calculus sentences.

4.1 Event calculus
The event calculus is a logic-based formalism for represent-
ing actions or events and their effects. We use a classical
version of the event calculus based on i) a set of time
points isomorphic to the non-negative integers, ii) a set
of time-varying properties (fluents) and iii) a set of events
related to the start and end of fluents and namedstart(P )
andend(P ). The classical event calculus axioms are adapted:

holdsAt(P; T2) happens(start(P ); T1) ^
T1 < T2 ^ :clipped(T1; P; T2)

clipped(T1; P; T2) happens(end(P ); T ) ^
T1 < T ^ T < T2

We need to express the maximal validity interval of
propositions. For this purpose, we introduce the predicate
holdsOnMax(P; T1; T2) which means that the interval
bounded byT1 andT2 is a maximal validity interval for the
fluentP : P is true throughout this interval and is false just
before and just after. The constantinfinity is introduced to
represent the latest instant in time.

initiated(P; T ) happens(start(P ); T ) ^
: holdsAt(P; T )

terminated(P; T ) happens(end(P ); T ) ^
holdsAt(P; T )

holdsOnMax(P; T1; infinity) initiated(P; T1) ^
: clipped(T1; P; infinity)

holdsOnMax(P; T1; T2) initiated(P; T1) ^
: clipped(T1; P; T2) ^ happens(end(P ); T2)
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(2.a) 8TC9!TE happens(start(alarm); TE) 
TE = TC ^ initiated(smoke; TC) ^ :(9T1; T2 holdsOnMax(power_cut; T1; T2) ^ T1 � TC ^ TC � T2)

(2.b) 8TC9!TE happens(end(alarm); TE) TE = TC ^ initiated(power_cut; TC)
(2.c) 8TC9!TE happens(start(alarm); TE) 

TE = TC ^ terminated(power_cut; TC) ^ (9T1; T2 holdsOnMax(smoke; T1; T2) ^ T1 � TC ^ TC � T2)

Figure 5: Event calculus domain axioms related to example 1 (fig. 4)

The basic event calculus version is extended to take into ac-
count indirect effects of events (the ramification problem) and
uncertain delays. The domain axioms are computed from
causal relations expressed in the ECG. The translation rules
are described in section 4.2.

In our representation, positive information has been em-
phasized as this is common practice when representing
expert causal knowledge. Negative information, such as
:holdsAt(P; T ) or :clipped(T1; P; T2), can be deduced by
non-monotonic reasoning (negation as failure as in logic pro-
gramming) or transformation (completion or circumscription
as in [Miller and Shanahan, 1999]). The negation symbol
: in event calculus sentences must be interpreted as non-
monotonic negation.

4.2 Translation rules
The principle underlying the translation of the causal graph is
to make explicit the links between the starts or ends of causes
and the starts or ends of effects. The causal relations lead-
ing to contradictory effects must be treated globally. They
are gathered and translated into several domain axioms of the
form (examples are given in fig. 5):
event2 Temporal_constraintŝ event1^:Prev^Nec
The Temporal constraintsrelate the occurrences ofevent1
andevent2. Nec represents the preconditions necessary to
the realization of the relation whereasPrev are the precon-
ditions preventing the relation. If the causal relation is uncer-
tain (may_cause or may_impose) an abstract precondition
�i is added in the body of the axiom[Consoleet al., 1989].
The translation rules are given below. In a first step, we as-
sume that the causal relation antecedents only contain a single
cause. Later on, we explain how a conjunction of causes can
be treated as a single cause. The typefaces of cause symbols
(boldface or underline) will be used to explain the treatment
of conjunctive causes.

Rule 1: strong positive causation - causal linkimpose; posi-
tive effect.

C impose E fDg

8TC9!TE happens(start(E); TE) 
TE = TC +D ^ initiated(C; TC)

Rule 2: weak positive causation - causal linkcause; positive
effect.

C cause E fDg fR0

i j C
0

i impose not(E) fD0gg

8TC9!TE happens(start(E); TE) 
TE = TC +D ^ initiated(C; TC) ^ :Prev

The rulesR0

i leading tonot(E) are taken into account by
inserting the precondition: Prev. This ensures thatstart(E)
does not happen during an interval wherenot(E) is imposed

by a relationR0

i. Prev is the expression:
W

i

9Ti1; Ti2 holdsOnMax(C0

i; Ti1; Ti2)^TCi(Ti1; Ti2; TC)

With regard to the delays, two cases are considered:

a) the delays are precise:D = [d; d] andD0 = [d0; d0].
The temporal constraintsTCi are: TC + d � Ti1 + d0.
When the effectnot(E) is not persistent and disappears at the
end ofC0

i after a delay D”=[d”,d”] the constraintTC + d �
Ti2 + d00 is added.
As an illustration, Rule 2 is used to translate the causal rule
1.a (fig. 4) into the axiom 2.a (fig. 5).

b) the delays are imprecise. Then, constraints on the relative
temporal position of the interacting causes are not sufficient
to ensure thatstart(E) does not happen during an interval
wherenot(E) is imposed. We solve the problem by in-
troducing intermediate effects representing the positive or
negative influences of interacting causes. A causal relation
[TYPC ] C causal_relation E {D} is replaced by the two
relations (1)[TYPC ] C cause InflE {D}and (2)[CN] InflE
causal_relation E {0}. This way, the interaction involves
relations of type (2) with precise (null) delays. The final
effects are produced by the starts and ends of influences,
following the relative position of the opposite influences.

Rule 3: strong negative causation - causal linkimpose; neg-
ative effect.

C impose not(E) fDg

8TC9!TE happens(end(E); TE) 
TE = TC +D ^ initiated(C; TC)

Rule 3 is used to translate the causal rule 1.b (fig. 4) into
the axiom 2.b (fig. 5).

Rule 4: weak negative causation - causal linkcause; negative
effect.

C cause not(E) fDg fR0

ijC
0

i impose E fD0gg

8TC9!TE happens(end(E); TE) 
TE = TC +D ^ initiated(C; TC) ^ :Prev

wherePrev is the same as in Rule 2.

Rule 5: influence of causation on end instants.

[CN ]C cause=impose E fDg
fR0

ijC
0

i cause E fD
0

ig;C
0

i 6= Cg
fR0

j jC
0

j impose E fD0

jg;C
0

j 6= Cg

8TC9!TE happens(end(E); TE) 
TE = TC +D ^ terminated(C; TC) ^ :Prev

:Prev is used to verify that no other cause produces the
effectE. Prev is the same as in rule 2 and 4.
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8TC9!TE happens(start(C^(0)); TE) 
TE = TC ^ initiated(sparks; TC) ^ (9T1; T2 holdsOnMax(gasoline_loss; T1; T2) ^ T1 � TC ^ TC � T2

8TC9!TE happens(start(C^(0)); TE) 
TE = TC ^ initiated(gasoline_loss; TC) ^ (9T1; T2 holdsOnMax(sparks; T1; T2) ^ T1 � TC ^ TC � T2

8T happens(end(C^); T ) terminated(sparks=gasoline_loss; T )

8T happens(end(C^0); T ) terminated(gasoline_loss; T )

Figure 6: Event calculus domain axioms related to example 4 (fig. 4)

Rule 6: end of a cause masking an effectE.

[CN ]C impose not(E) fDg
fR0

ij[C=CN ]C0
i cause E fD

0

igg
fR0

j jC
0

j impose not(E) fD0

jg;C
0

j 6= Cgg

8TC9!TE happens(start(E); TE) 
TE = TC +D^ terminated(C; TC)^:Prev ^Nec

If the delays are precise:D = [d; d] andD0 = [d0; d0], then
Nec indicates that a cause sustainingE must be present:
W

i

9Ti1; Ti2 holdsOnMax(Ci; Ti1; Ti2) ^ TC(Ti1; Ti2; TC)

The constraintsTC are:
Ti1 + d0 � TC + d ^ TC + d � Ti2 + d0

Prev is the same as in rule 2, 4 and 5.
Rule 6 is used to translate the causal rule 1.b (fig. 4) into the
axiom 2.c (fig. 5).
If the delays are imprecise, we use the same transformation
of causal relations as in rule 2, which adds intermediate influ-
ences.

Due to lack of space, we do not give the precise transla-
tion rules used when a minimal durationMD of the cause is
necessary for the effect to occur. This constraint is expressed
using the predicateHoldsSince(P; T1; T2):

holdsSince(P; T1; T2) initiated(P; T1) ^
: clipped(T1; P; T2)

The preconditionholdsSince(C; T1; T2) ^ T2 � T1 �MD
is used to constrain the duration of the causeC.

Conjunctive causes.
We have presented translation rules operating on causal re-
lations with single antecedent. To deal with causal relations
having multiple antecedents, the fluentC^ corresponding to
the conjunction of the causes (true when all the causes are
true) is introduced. If the effect of the causal relation is not
persistent, a second intermediate fluentC^0 is added, repre-
senting the part of the conjunction necessary for the persis-
tence of the effect (the “sustaining” part). The start ofC^0

corresponds to the start ofC^, butC^0 ends only when one
cause of typeCN ends. The axioms corresponding to exam-
ple 4 (fig. 4) are represented on fig. 6. During the translation
processC^ or C^0 is considered as the unique cause of the
causal rule. The translation rules covering the multiple causes
are those given before, whereC is replaced byC^ andC by
C^0 . If all the causes are of typeC, the unique cause is of
typeC. In the remaining cases, if one of the cause isOS, the
unique cause isOS, else the unique cause isCN.

5 Application to diagnosis
Our work originates from an application in diagnosis requir-
ing to deal with interacting faults. The problem is to ex-
plain a set of imprecisely dated observations by a set of pos-
sibly interacting faults. The observations are expressed by
statementsholdsOnMax(Obs; T1; T2)^CT (T1; T2), where
T1 andT2 define the temporal interval on which the obser-
vation Obs has been observed andCT specifies the con-
straints on this possibly imprecise interval. A candidate di-
agnosis is expressed by using predefined “abducible” pred-
icates: happens(start(ICi); Ti), happens(end(ICj); Tj)
associated with temporal constraints on the instantsTi and
Tj and where theIC are initial faults. We are then faced to a
temporal abductive task as usual in a diagnostic context.

The domain knowledge is described by a set of causal re-
lations using the formalism defined in 3 and automatically
translated into the event calculus formalism as explained in
4. A first solution would have been to make use of existing
abductive tools. For instance, the ACLP framework[Kakaset
al., 1999] integrates abductive and constraint logic program-
ming. As such, it is well adapted for encoding variants of
event calculus implementing abductive planning or schedul-
ing tasks. But, for efficiency reasons - ACLP suffers from a
lack of efficiency mainly due to its standard resolution strat-
egy causing many backtracks - we decided to implement our
own algorithm which takes advantage of domain-dependent
heuristics to cope with the inherent complexity of the ab-
ductive task. This algorithm is described in[Grosclaude and
Quiniou, 2000].

The method has been implemented in Java and experi-
mented on a real causal graph provided by EDF (Électricité
de France) which contains about 500 nodes and 1000 arcs.
Following the approach in[Brusoniet al., 1997], the consis-
tency of temporal constraints is efficiently checked by testing
the consistency of a temporal constraints network every time
constraints are added, in order to reject an hypothesis as soon
as possible. The tests confirm that the approach is feasible de-
spite its inherent computational complexity. The system has
been able to detect potential interaction cases. The graphical
interface displays the original causal graph as well as a graph-
ical representation of the axioms in the event calculus to the
user, so as to let him notice the consequences of the interac-
tion and correct his model if he wants to. We are currently
investigating additional heuristics in order to reduce the com-
putation time.

6 Discussion
Deduction on a causal graph including negative effects have
been studied by[Gazza and Torasso, 1995]. Causal relations
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are categorized according to the relative position of the occur-
rences of the cause and the effect. The considered properties
associated to causal relations, as one-shot or continuous are
closed to ours. Nevertheless, since the property is associated
globally to the causal relation, it is not clear how conjunc-
tive causes of different kinds can be dealt with. With regard
to reasoning with opposite effects, a priority is associated to
each relation. For every pair of relations, a specific interac-
tion scheme is determined. The approach is used in order to
maintain temporal databases and makes the assumption that
all the temporal constraints are precise. As far as we can see,
our method has two advantages: first, patterns of interaction
are clearly related to particular features of causal relations;
second, interaction is represented explicitly in the domain ax-
ioms of our event based language. We propose a graphical
representation of the domain axioms that can be displayed to
the expert, who can detect more easily erroneous modeling
leading to bad prediction of interaction.

Beyond the diagnosis area, some recent works on the de-
duction of indirect effects of actions have introduced causal-
ity. Few of them are explicitly dealing with temporal aspects.
[Karlssonet al., 1998] have proposed a logical formalism to
deal with delayed and concurrent effects of actions with ex-
plicit time. The causal theory is described by a narrative in
the TAL-C language, allowing to express features such as the
persistence of effects and imprecise delays. In order to avoid
inconsistency, the notion of influence is introduced: actions
have no direct effects but influences, and rules for combining
influences are given. The narrative is translated into a first-
order language in order to test the consistency of a scenario
containing actions and observations. As far as we can see,
time is managed by logical inference and the treatment of im-
precision should not be as efficient as ours which is based on
temporal constraint propagation. With respect to this work,
our main contribution is the high-level language which al-
lows us to express the causal relations at an ontological level
instead of at an operational one. It would be interesting to test
how ECG could be used as a high-level language for TAL-C.

7 Conclusion
We have presented a formalism dedicated to reasoning on in-
teracting causes. It takes advantage, on the one hand, of the
knowledge acquisition benefits offered by causal languages
developed in the abductive diagnosis context and, on the other
hand, of the well-defined formalisms developed to reason
about change. The idea is to express the knowledge about
potentially interacting causes into a high-level language, the
extended causal graph language, and to provide an auto-
matic translation into an event calculus based formalism. The
method have been experimented in an abductive diagnosis
context and the complexity of the domain axioms show the
relevance of their automatic computation from a high-level
causal language. Moreover, updating the causal knowledge is
made easier and can be performed without bothering of the
whole set of relations.

In the domain of diagnostic, future work concerns the ap-
plication of the method for maintenance purposes. The abil-
ity to deal with contradictory knowledge makes it possible to
represent the effects of repairs in the causal graph. It is thus

interesting, especially when the system is evolving slowly and
when maintenance is expensive, to rely on the causal graph in
order to detect the dates at which some repair is mandatory.
Another perspective is related to the interest of the ECG lan-
guage and its event-calculus translation for reasoning tasks
involving actions and changes as in planning for instance.
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Abstract

We propose a technique to improve the per-
formanceof hierarchicalmodel-baseddiagnosis,
basedon structuralabstraction.Givena hierarchi-
cal representationandthesetof currentlyavailable
observations,the techniqueis ableto dynamically
deriveatailoredhierarchicalrepresentationto diag-
nosethecurrentsituation.We implementourstrat-
egy as an extensionto the well-known Mozetic’s
approach[Mozetic, 1992], and illustrate the ob-
tainedperformanceimprovements. Our approach
is moreefficient thanMozetic’s onewhen,dueto
abstraction,fewer observationsareavailableat the
coarsesthierarchicallevels.

1 Introduction
Abstractionhas beenadvocatedas one of the main reme-
diesfor the computationalcomplexity of model-baseddiag-
nosis(MBD). MBD approachesthatexploit abstraction(e.g.,
[Mozetic, 1992]) representthe systemat multiple levels of
detail,andtypically isolatefaultsonelevel at a time,starting
at themostabstractpossiblelevel,andusingtheresultsatone
level to reducethecostof diagnosisby removing impossible
diagnosesfrom considerationat moredetailedlevels.

Onelimit to the effectivenessof hierarchicaldiagnosisis
thefact thatoftena single,fixedhierarchicalrepresentations
is employed, regardlessof the currently available observa-
tions. In many cases,effectivenessdependsonthesituationat
hand.As we show in thepaper, thesamehierarchicalrepre-
sentationcanimprove theperformanceof diagnosisin some
cases,but also lead to a performancewhich is identical to
non-hierarchicaldiagnosisin othercases.On theotherhand,
building a new hierarchicalrepresentationby handfor each
diagnosticscenariocannotin generalbea viablealternative.

In this paper, we proposea techniquethat,givena hierar-
chicalrepresentationandasetof currentlyavailableobserva-
tions, is ableto derive a hierarchicalrepresentationwhich is
particularlysuitedto diagnosethecurrentsituation.Ourtech-
niquedoesnot build thetailoredrepresentationfrom scratch,
but insteadrearranges the original hierarchicalrepresenta-
tion, i.e. it exploits only the original abstractions.The re-
arrangementprocessis guidedby thecurrentlyavailableob-
servations. The techniquewe presentfocuseson structural

abstraction [Hamscher, 1991; Genesereth,1984]. To show
theusefulnessof our technique,we formalizeit asanexten-
sionto Mozetic’s approach[Mozetic,1992], andexperimen-
tally evaluateits performancevs. thatapproach,showing that
it improvesefficiency whenfewer observationsareavailable
at thecoarsesthierarchicallevelsdueto abstraction.

Thepaperis structuredasfollows: Section2 containssome
prerequisiteson diagnosisandstructuralabstraction;Section
3 analyzesMozetic’s approach,while Section4 presentsour
hierarchicaldiagnosticstrategy. Section5 illustratesthe ex-
perimentalevaluation. Finally, Section6 mentionsfuture
work.

2 Diagnosis with Structural Abstraction
Following [deKleer et al., 1992], a diagnosisproblem � in
a language� is a triple ����� , 	�
�� , �	�������� , where ���
and 	�
�� are first-ordertheoriesin language� , represent-
ing thesystemdescriptionandobservations,respectively, and�	������ is a subsetof the objectconstantsof � , identify-
ing the set of systemcomponents.Eachcomponentis as-
signeda setof behavioral modes,eachonerepresentedby a
distinct predicate� of � (and also specifiedby a formula
over the component’s ports), that representeither multiple
normaloperatingmodes(e.g. a valve canbeopenor closed)
or faulty behavioral modes(e.g. a pipecanbe leaking,or be
obstructed). Eachformula ������������ "!$#%� � �'&(�*) , where � �
representsa behavioral modefor component& , is a candi-
dateof � . A candidate+ is a diagnosisof � if andonly if���-,.	�
��/,.+ is consistent.The diagnosistaskconsists
in findingall possiblediagnoses,or to find a setof diagnoses
(suchasthekerneldiagnoses[deKleer et al., 1992]) thatare
a compactrepresentationfor all thepossiblediagnoses.

For clarity purposes,thehydraulicsystemdepictedin Fig-
ure1, calledSystemA, will beusedasanexamplethroughout
the paper. It is composedby a volumetricpump 01� , pipes032 , 054 , 076 , 018 , 059 , 05: , andvalves ;<2 (in closedstate)and ;=4
(in openstate).In Table1,wedefinethecomponentmodesin
SystemA (theformulaethatspecifythetypesof components
andtheconnectionsamongthemcanbeeasilyderivedfrom
the schemain Figure 1). In the volumetric pump’s behav-
ioral description,>@? , which dependson thepump’s settings,
is theamountof flow thenormalpumpis ableto impose.To
avoid unnecessarycomplex examples,we consideronly flow
observations.
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type behavioral modes

ACBED�A
FHGEIKJ ACBEDLA FMI(J'NPO ? FQIKJ'R�SMT�U(VQO�WXFQIKJZY$O B([ U(VQO�WXFQIKJZY]\_^FHGEIKJ ACBEDLA FMI(J'N_VM`ba ? FQIKJ'R�SMT�U(VQO�WXFQIKJ*c3O BK[ UCVMOdWXFQIKJFHGEIKJ ACBEDLA FMI(J'N_VMOd\eVMOdWXFQIKJ'R�SMT�U(VQO�WXFQIKJZY$O B([ U(VQO�WXFQIKJ*f5\_^FHGEIKJ ACBEDLA FMI(J'NPgKSM\eVQO�WXFQIKJ'R�SMT�U(VQOdWXFMI(JZY�O BK[ U(VQO�WXFQI(Jhc5\<^

A S A ` A S A `iFQIKJ'NjT�O�k D alVZFQI(J�R"FQSMT�U(VQOdWXFMI(JZY�O BK[ U(VQO�WXFQI(J'JA S A `iFQIKJ'N_VQ`ba ? FQIKJ'R"FQSMT�U(VQO�WXFQI(Jhc3O B([ U(VQO�WXFQIKJZJ

m alV m `
m alV m `iFQIKJ'NPO A `hTjFQIKJ'NPO ? FQIKJ'R"FQSMT�U(VQO�WXFQI(J'Y$O BK[ U(VQO�WXFQIKJZJm alV m `iFQIKJ'N � VQOinb`bo(FMI(J'NPO ? FQIKJ'RFQSQT<UCVMOdWXFQIKJZY$O BK[ U(VQOdWXFMI(JZY]piJm alV m `iFQIKJ'N_VQ`da ? FQIKJ'R"FQSMT�U(VQO�WXFQIKJ*c3O BK[ UCVMOdWXFQIKJZJm alV m `iFQIKJ'NPO A `hTjFQIKJ'NPn [ZB � ? � VQO�nd`bo(FQIKJ'R"FMO BK[ UCVMOdWXFQIKJZYeplJm alV m `iFQIKJ'N � VQOinb`bo(FMI(J'NPn [ZB � ? � A `hTjFQIKJ'R"FqO BK[ U(VQO�WXFQI(Jhc7plJ

Table1: Behavioral modesfor thecomponentsof SystemA.

Structuralabstractiondecomposesa systeminto a hierar-
chyof subcomponents(or, viceversa,aggregatescomponents
into a hierarchyof supercomponents).We adoptthe follow-
ing terminology and assumptions. The structuralabstrac-
tion of adiagnosisproblem� S�r �s��� Sdt 	�
�� S�t �	������ S � 1
is a (more abstract)problem � SMu 2 r ����� SMu 2 , 	�
�� SMu 2 ,�	������ SMu 2(� , obtainedby aggregating a subsystem(de-
notedby thesetof componentsvxw�w�y{z|�	������ S ) into a
singlesupercomponent}K&�~��	������ SQu 2 .

Themoreabstractdiagnosisproblem � SMu 2 representsthe
samesystemas � S , but: (i) from a structuralpoint of view,
thecomponentsbelongingto vxw�w�y have to bereplacedby
a singlecomponent}K& , and, (ii) from a behavioral point of
view, a representationof the behavior of }(& hasto be intro-
duced. The behavior of }K& is reasonablya simplified repre-
sentationof the possiblecombinationsof behavioral modes
of its subcomponents(e.g., by forgetting and/orcollapsing
someof the variablesof componentsin v�w�w�y ). Finally,
alsothesetof observation 	�
"� SQu 2 coulddiffer from 	�
�� S ,
becauseobservationsthat are internal to subsystemv�w�w�y
cannotbe representedin � SMu 2 . For example, supposeto
aggregate pipe 0 4 and open valve ; 2 of SystemA into a
component}K� 2 of type ;j�j�Z;j� , in open state. The choice
is reasonablesincewhen both 054 and ;<2 are normal, they
act as an openvalve, allowing fluid to flow. We can thus
remove all the formulaewhich mention 0 4 and ; 2 , and in-
troducethe theory �(;j�j�Z;j�_�s}K��2�� t�� 05�K����}K�=2�� , �E�7�d� � �E� �H0e2�� r

1In this paper, we adoptthe conventionof usinga greatersub-
scriptto indicatea moreabstract,lesscomplex theory.

pm

p1

p2

p3

v2

p5

p6

p4

v1
(open)

(closed)

Figure1: Layoutof systemA.

� � � � �E� �s}K��2��]� � � � � �E� �H076(� , �E�5�d� � �E� ��}K�=2�� r � � � � �E� �H078(�l� .
In thiscase,theabstractionremovestheflow measurementat
theconnectionbetween0 4 and ; 2 , andkeepstheothermea-
surements.

We definea hierarchical representationof a given diag-
nosticproblem ����� p , 	�
�� p , �	������ p � asa list of � di-
agnosticproblems �_�s��� S , 	�
"� S , �	������ S �l� D with

� r� t(�C�(��t ����� wherefor every � r � tC�(�C��t ����� , ��� u 2 is a
structuralabstractionof � � . A possible6-levelshierarchical
representationof SystemA is sketchedin Table2. Eachrow
of the tableshows a level of the hierarchicalrepresentation.
For eachlevel, we indicatethelevel number, thecomponents
(togetherwith their type),andtheaggregationsperformedto
obtainthat level (in the third columnof the table, & S + &l�x�}K& meansthat & S and &i� havebeenaggregatedinto }K& ).

In orderto ensurecorrectnessandcompletenesswhenrea-
soning with abstractsystemrepresentations,structuralab-
stractionsmustsatisfysomeconstraints.More specifically,
thefollowing propertymustbesatisfied.

Property 1 (Relationbetweendiagnoses).Let � Sdt � SQu 2 be
diagnosisproblems,such that � SMu 2 is a structural abstrac-
tion of � S . Let + and � be candidatesof � S and � SQu 2 ,
respectively, and supposethat � is a more abstract repre-
sentationof + (according to the aggregation that hasbeen
performedin order to obtain � SMu 2 ). If � is nota diagnosisof� SQu 2 , then + mustnot bea diagnosisof � S .

If this propertyis satisfied,onecanrule out candidatesat
themoredetailedlevel by reasoningonly attheabstractlevel,
becausestructuralabstractionnevermistakenlyrulesoutadi-
agnosis.On the negative side,diagnosismustconsideralso
the more detailedlevel in order to ensurecorrectnessand
completenessof results. We now show that similar require-
mentsare imposedby otherformalizationsof structuralab-
stractionproposedin the literature.Thus,the techniqueswe
presentarenot constrainedto a specificformalization.In the
following, let &(2 tC�C�(��t & ? bea setof componentswhich is ag-
gregatedinto the supercomponent}K& , and �=� ��&C� a formula
sayingthatcomponent& is behaving normally.

In [Struss,1992], structuralabstractionis definedas fol-
lows. Supercomponent}K& is a structural abstractionof& 2 tC�C�(�Ct &C? if �=� �'& 2 ���¡ C C _� �=� ��&C?=�"¢ �=� �s}(&(� . In this way,
whenever �=� ��}K&C� is inconsistentwith the observations,then
also �=� �'&K2��@�/ ( C =� �=� ��& ? � is inconsistent,i.e. by excluding
at the abstractlevel that }(& is normal, we canexcludealso
thatall its subcomponentsarenormal. This is a specialcase
of Property1 whenwerepresentonly thenormalbehavior of
componentsin ��� .

[Mozetic, 1992] (usinga different formalizationof diag-
nosis)lists a setof consistencyconditionsthatmusthold be-
tweena systemrepresentationandits moreabstractversion.
TheseconditionsensurethatProperty1 holds.

[Autio andReiter, 1998] formalizesstructuralabstraction
for diagnosisproblemswhereonly the correctbehavior of
componentsis represented.Theirapproachrequiresboththat�=� ��& 2 �5�£ ( C �� �=� ��&C?=��¢ �=� ��}K&C� (asin Struss’formalization)
and that �=� ��}K&C�¤¢ �=� ��& 2 ���¥ C ( _� �=� ��&C?=� (i.e., if }K& is be-
having normally, we canconcludethatall its subcomponents
are behaving normally). The secondassumptioncan cause
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incorrectdiagnoseswhen structuralabstractionhidessome
measurements¦ (e.g.thereis asensorwhich is “hidden” inside}K& ). Indeed,becauseof the lackingmeasurement,onecould
concludethatthenormalbehavior of }K& is consistentwith the
observations,andthusinfer that all }(& ’s subcomponentsare
alsobehaving normally, which in generalis not true.

3 Analysis of Mozetic’s approach
We illustrateMozetic’s diagnosticalgorithmin a formatthat
will allow usto easilycompareit with ourproposalandhigh-
light the refinementswe made. The inputsof the algorithm
arethehierarchicalrepresentation,anda set 	�
"� p of obser-
vationsat the finest level of detail (i.e., level

�
). For each

level
�

of thehierarchicalrepresentation,��<�]§_¨ª©S is theset
of candidateswhich have no abstractionat upperlevels. Hi-
erarchicaldiagnosisis formalizedasfollows:

ProcedureHIERARCHICAL-DIAGNOSIS
ABSTRACT-OBSERVATIONS;
TOP-DOWN-DIAGNOSIS.

ProcedureABSTRACT-OBSERVATIONS«¬¯®
;° ¬
numberof levelsof thehierarchicalrepresentation;

WHILE
«3± °�²´³Xµ�¶¸·�¹º@»¼¾½ DO¶¸·�¹ºH¿eÀ ¬ Abstract(¶¸·�¹º );«¬Á«<Â ³ ;

ENDWHILE;
IF ¶¸·�¹º ¼/½ THEN

«¬Á« ²´³(Ã
ProcedureTOP-DOWN-DIAGNOSISÄ*ÅdÆ ¬Á«

;ÇÉÈ=Ê1Ë º ¬ all possiblecandidatesat level
«
;

WHILE
«3ÌÍ®

DOÎ�Ï È�Ð º ¬ Verify( ¹ Î º'Ñb¶¸·�¹ºsÑ Ç ¶%Ò¾Ó%¹1ºsÑ ÇÉÈ�ÊË º );
IF
«5± ÄsÅ�Æ

THENÎ�Ï È�Ð<Ô�Õº ¬
Verify Ö ¹ Î º�Ñb¶¸·x¹1ºsÑ Ç ¶%Ò¡Ó%¹ºsÑ ÇÉÈ=ÊË�Ô�Õº );Î�Ï È�Ð º ¬ Î�Ï È�Ð º<× Î�Ï È�Ð<Ô�Õº ;

ENDIF;
IF
«5Ø.®

THEN
ÇÉÈ=ÊË ºMÙ5À ¬ Detailed(

Î�Ï È�Ð º );«¬Á« ²´³ ;
ENDWHILE.

We divided Mozetic’s algorithm into two separatepro-

level components aggregations9 ACBED�A FMnd`bÚiJ nd`hÛ�u�nb`hÜlÝ�nb`bÚ
8 ACBED�A FMnd` Ü J*Þ m alV m `iFqnb` Û J ACD u AKß Ý�nb` Û ÞA a ß u A Ü Ý�nb` Ü
6 ACBED�A F ACD J*Þ A S A `lF AKß JhÞ A S A `iF A Ü J*Þm alV m `lF A a ß J nd`hà�u�nb`*áâÝ A a ß
4 ACBED�A F ACD J*Þ A S A `lF AKß JhÞ A S A `iF A Ü J*Þm alV m `lFMnb` à J*Þ m alV m `iFMnb` á J

nd` ß u A áâÝ�nb`bà�Þnd`hã�u A ÛlÝ�nb` á
2

ACBED�A F ACD J*Þ A S A `lF AKß JhÞ A S A `iF A Ü J*Þm alV m `lFMnb` ß J*Þ A S A `lF A ÛiJhÞ m alV m `iFMnd`hãlJ*ÞA S A `iF A áâJ
A ã�u m ß Ý�nb` ß ÞA à u m ãlÝ�nb`bã

p ACBED�A F ACD J*Þ A S A `lF AKß JhÞ A S A `iF A Ü J*Þm alV m `lF mlß J*Þ A S A `iF A àlJ*Þ A S A `iF A Û J*Þm alV m `lF m ã J*Þ A S A `iF A ã J*Þ A S A `iF A álJ
Table 2: Componentsin the hierarchicalrepresentationfor
systemA.

cedures.The first one(ABSTRACT-OBSERVATIONS) as-
sociatesthe available observationsto the abstractlevels of
thehierarchicalrepresentation.Then,the secondone(TOP-
DOWN-DIAGNOSIS)performsthediagnosis.

In particular, ABSTRACT-OBSERVATIONS takesas in-
put the initially available observations 	�
�� p , and, by re-
peatedlyapplyingtheAbstract function(correspondingto the
abstract predicatein Mozetic’s original formulation),deter-
minestheavailableobservations(if any) for themoreabstract
levels. Thenumberassociatedto the coarsestlevel with ob-
servationsavailable is then storedinto variable � . The lev-
els from � to

�
are thenconsideredby the procedureTOP-

DOWN-DIAGNOSIS:for eachlevel
�
, first diagnosisis per-

formedusingtheVerify function(correspondingto Mozetic’s
verifypredicate);then,thediagnosesthatarefoundaretrans-
latedinto their representationsat thenext moredetailedlevel
by thefunctionDetailed(correspondingto Mozetic’sdetailed
predicate).Thosediagnoseswill be the possiblecandidates
for level

� �ä� . Moreover, alsothosecandidates(if they ex-
ist) which have no abstractionat upperlevels, andare thus
consideredfor thefirst time at thecurrentlevel, areverified.
Whenlevel 0 is reached,the final diagnosesarereturned.It
mustbe notedthat no assumptionsaremadeon the imple-
mentationof theVerify function(e.g.it canbeagenerate-and-
testmethod,aGDE-like reasoner, or otherMBD technique).

By performingdiagnosisat moreabstractlevels,Mozetic
aimsat finding thosediagnosesthatareimpossible,thusre-
ducingthenumberof possiblediagnoses,i.e. thesizeof the
searchspace,at moredetailedlevels. This makesit possible,
in many cases,to perform significantly betterthan directly
solving the most detaileddiagnosisproblem. Experiments
doneby Mozetic report, in a medicalexampleusinga four-
level qualitative model of the heart,a speedup by a factor
of 20 overa one-level diagnosis.However, givena hierarchi-
cal representation,therearesituationswheretheperformance
is not asgoodasonewould expectbecauseonly part of the
hierarchicalrepresentationis exploited,asweshow in thefol-
lowing.
Example 1. Considerthe6-levelshierarchicalrepresentation
of SystemA sketchedin Table2, andsupposethat the fol-
lowing observationsareavailable:flow attheinputof pipe 0 4
is �æå->X? , while flow at the outputof valve ; 2 is ç�è->@? ,
i.e. 	�
�� p"r � � � � � �E� �é074C� r ��� �E�7�d� � �E� �Z;<2(� r çK� . Exe-
cutingABSTRACT-OBSERVATIONS,theobservationat the
input of 0 4 canbe abstractedto level 1 as the input of }K� 2 ,
but cannotbe abstractedto level 2, wherethe input of 074 is
not visibleanymore.By applyingthesameline of reasoning,
the observationon ;<2 is abstractedup to level 2. The TOP-
DOWN-DIAGNOSISprocedurecanthusstartonly at level
2.

In this example,diagnosticreasoningconsidersonly the
threemoredetailedlevels of the hierarchicalrepresentation
(no observationscanbe abstractedhigherthanlevel 3), and
thuscannottake any advantagefrom the remainingcoarser
levels,wherereductionsof thesearchspacecouldbein prin-
cipleobtainedwith lesseffort. Theresultis thatthecomputa-
tionalsavingsgainedoveraplain,one-level diagnosisarenot
asgoodasonewould expect,becausediagnosisis startedat
anintermediatelevel of thehierarchy.
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In general,whenwestructurallyabstractadiagnosisprob-
lem, all the observationsthat refer only to componentsthat
areaggregatedbecomeunavailable. Thus,aswe climb the
hierarchicalrepresentation,less observationsare available.
In the systemswhere the position of measurementsensors
is known andcannotbechanged,onecanlimit this problem
by choosingtheaggregationsin sucha way thatthemostab-
stractlevelshave always(or at leastoften)someobservation
available. However, in general,whatever hierarchicalrepre-
sentationwe exploit, as the total numberof given observa-
tionsdecreases,thetop level from which diagnosisis started
tendsto becomelower, i.e. thenumberof abstractlevelsnot
consideredfor diagnosisincreases.Theworstconsequenceof
this problemis that the performanceof Mozetic’s algorithm
can becomeidentical to a plain diagnosticapproach. This
happenswhenever theobservationsgivenasinput cannotbe
abstractedto level 1, i.e. whenall observationsreferonly to
componentsthatareaggregatedin orderto obtainlevel1. The
following exampleshowsonepossiblescenarioin which this
situationoccursin SystemA.
Example 2. Supposethat the following observations are
available:flow attheoutputof pipe 0 6 is �¤å � , i.e. 	�
"� p r� �E�5�d� � �E� �H0 6 � r �7� . The observation on the outputof 0 6
cannotbeabstractedto level 1,becauseit is notpresentatthat
level. Hence,at theendof theexecutionof theABSTRACT-
OBSERVATIONSprocedure,themostabstractlevel with ob-
servationsis level 0. Thus,diagnosisis startedat thatlevel.

4 Our proposed approach
We proposea techniquethat aims at improving Mozetic’s
strategy whenstructuralabstractionsareused.Our approach
exploits also an additional datastructure,called structural
tree (presentedin Section4.1), that highlights the aggrega-
tionsperformedto build thehierarchicalrepresentation.

4.1 The structural tree
We associateany hierarchicalrepresentationê (built with
structural abstractions)to a Structural Tree for ê called
ST(H). In the tree,eachnoderepresentsa componentof ê ,
andits sonsareits subcomponents.

Givenahierarchicalrepresentationof adiagnosticproblemê r �j����� S , 	�
�� S , �	������ S �l� D t � r � tC�C�(��t �.��� , ST(H)
is built asfollows:ë first, for eachcomponent� ~/�	������ p , a new leaf �

is created;ë then, for eachaggregation of &K2 t(�C�C� & ? ~ì�	������ S
into }K&�~´�	������ SQu 2 suchthat & 2 tC�(�C� &(?í~´�@î���ê´� , a
new node }K& is createdsuchthat } � �$}_��}K&C� r & 2 tC�C�(�Ct &C? .

The root of �@î��'ê´� is associatedwith the componentthat
representsthe whole system, i.e. ï ���E� ����î��'ê´��� r &-~�	������ Dxð 2 . Figure 2 shows the structuraltree for Sys-
temA which hasbeenobtainedfrom the6-level hierarchical
representationsketchedin Table2.

Sinceeachnode& of ST(H)is acomponent&�~£�	������ S
for some

�
, we associateto it the theory ��� � zñ��� S and

the observations 	�
�� � zò	�
"� S (whenthey areavailable).
Thus,eachnode & is associatedwith a subsetof oneof the
diagnosticproblemsof ê .
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Figure2: Structuraltreefor SystemA derivedfrom thehier-
archicalrepresentationof Table2.

4.2 The Rearrange algorithm
We proposea techniquethat dynamicallydeterminesa new
hierarchicalrepresentationsuitedto diagnosethespecificsit-
uationdescribedby thecurrentobservations.Thenew hierar-
chicalrepresentationwill bebuilt by rearrangingthelevelsof
agivenhierarchicalrepresentationê usingthecorresponding
ST(H)on thebasisof theavailableobservations.

The idea is to improve Mozetic’s algorithm when it is
not able to fully exploit the hierarchicalrepresentation,by
providing a new, tailoredhierarchicalrepresentationconsist-
ing of: (i) all levels of the original hierarchicalrepresenta-
tion which have observations(i.e. the levels consideredby
Mozetic’s algorithm),and(ii) additional,moreabstractlev-
els which arenot presentin the original hierarchy, andhave
the sameobservations of the coarsestlevel consideredby
Mozetic’salgorithm.

Wewill now show, usinganexample,how theseadditional
levelscanbebuilt with little effort. In somecases,indeed,the
abstractlevel atwhichdiagnosisis startedby Mozetic’salgo-
rithm is too detailedthannecessary. Considerthe scenario
presentedin Example2, wherediagnosisis startedat level 0
(whichcontains9 components),withoutexploiting thepossi-
bility of startingfrom amoreabstractdiagnosisproblem.For
example,thediagnosisproblem(let uscall it Best) with com-
ponents}K� 9 , }K� 6 , 0 6 , ; 4 , 0 9 , and0 : is moreabstractthanlevel
0 but hasthesameobservations(i.e. �E�5�d� � �E� �H0 6 � r � ). The
searchspaceof Bestis muchsmaller:thediagnosisproblem
at level 0 has2304possiblecandidates,while 
���} � has288
possiblecandidates.

Mozetic’s algorithm cannotstart from 
���} � becausethis
diagnosisproblemis not available in the given hierarchical
representation:the only level with observationsis level 0.
Theproblemis that thealgorithmexploits therepresentation
in a “fix ed” way: levelsareidenticalfor any setof observa-
tions,andonly thechoiceof startinglevel changes.

Wecanderive 
���} � byselectingnodesin thestructuraltree
of Figure2. Thestructuraltreehighlightsindeedthe aggre-
gationsusedin ahierarchicalrepresentation,regardlessof the
orderin which they wereperformed.Onecanderive 
���} � by
selectingasetof nodesin thestructuraltreewhich: (i) repre-
sentthe full system,(ii) have the sameobservationsthatare
presentat level whereMozetic’s algorithmstarts,(iii) areas
abstractaspossible.Then,onecancomposethetheoriesas-
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sociatedto theselectednodesto derive a new, moreabstract
starting

$
level.

We implementedthisstrategy asanextensionto Mozetic’s
algorithm,whichwecall theREARRANGEextension.More
specifically, the building of the new levels is performedas
anadditionalactivity aftertheABSTRACT-OBSERVATION
procedure,asshown in thefollowing:
ProcedureHIERARCHICAL-DIAGNOSIS

ABSTRACT-OBSERVATIONS;
REARRANGE;
TOP-DOWN-DIAGNOSIS.

ProcedureREARRANGE
IF
«3± ° ²Í³ THEN

FOReachnode
Ê

of ¹&% Ö('*) referredin ¶¸·�¹ºÅ,+.-0/ ¬21 È ¼4365 È ¼7398 ¶¸·�¹º_µ È is a port of
Ê&:

;; Å Ë=< -?>A@ ¬ Ç ¶%Ò¾Ó%¹ º ;
WHILE

; Å Ë=< - >B@ »¼/½ DOÊ ¬DC Ï(E -iÄ Ö ; Å Ë=< -0>B@ ) ;C�¬FC È ÄHG < E Ö Ê ) ;
IF
-âÅ Ê - Ö C )JI Ç ¶%Ò¾Ó%¹1º�µ ÖLKNMPOQMSR / MPTVU0W Å,+.- M ) ¼ Å,+.- U THEN; Å Ë=< -?>A@ ¬ Ö ; Å Ë=< -?>A@ ² -lÅ Ê - Ö C )X) × 1,C :

;«¬ «<Â ³ ;Ç ¶%Ò¾Ó%¹1º ¼ Ö Ç ¶%Ò¾Ó%¹1ºMÙ7À�² -lÅ Ê - Ö C )X) × 1,C : ;
ADD a new level numbered

«
with components

Ç ¶%Ò¾Ó%¹ º
to thehierarchicalrepresentation' ;; Å Ë=< -?>A@ ¬ Ç ¶%Ò¡Ó%¹º ;

ELSE; Å Ë=< - >A@ ¬ ; Å Ë=< - >A@ ² -lÅ Ê - Ö C ) ;
ENDIF;

ENDWHILE;
ENDIF.

Thenew activitiesperformedby theprocedureare:ë eachobservation available at Mozetic’s coarsestlevel
with observations is associatedto the corresponding
nodesin ST(H)(obtainingthe � ç�} T sets);ë if possible,new diagnosisproblems,whicharemoreab-
stractthantheoneat which Mozeticstarts,areaddedtoê . Thesenew levelsarebuilt by:

1. consideringthe componentsof the current, most
abstractlevel (which initially is theoriginal coars-
estlevel with observations);

2. findingasubsetof componentsthatareall thesons
of a node � in �@î��'êÍ� suchthat the union of the
observationsassociatedto themareexactly theob-
servationsassociatedto � (i.e. by substitutingthem
with their fatherwedo not hideany observation);

3. if suchsetof componentsdoesexist, addingto ê
a new level whosecomponentsarethecomponents
of thecurrentlevel which arenot sonsof � , and �
itself. In thisway, webuild amoreabstractdiagno-
sisproblemwithout losingany observation;

4. if suchsetof componentsdoesnot exist, thealgo-
rithm stops;otherwise,the searchfor components
whichmeettheabovedescribedrequirementsis re-
peatedconsideringthe componentsof the newly
derivedlevel.

After the executionof REARRANGE, � is the numberof
thenew top level from which diagnosisis started.Note that,
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Figure4: Mostabstractlevelsderivedby Mozetic’salgorithm
andby theREARRANGEextension(Examples2 and4).

given the currently available observations, if ABSTRACT-
OBSERVATIONS is able to reachthe most abstractlevel,
thenREARRANGEdoesnothing,andthe whole reasoning
proceedsexactly asin Mozetic’salgorithm.In orderto show
the advantagesof this strategy with respectto Mozetic’s al-
gorithm,wewill now reconsiderthepreviouslyillustratedex-
amples.
Example 3. Giventheobservationsin Example1, Mozetic’s
hierarchicaldiagnosiswould startat level 2, which contains
components01� , 0e2 , }K�E6 , }K�(8 , and 07: (seeFigure 3, left).
REARRANGEderivesan additional,moreabstractlevel 3.
It containscomponents}K� 9 , }K� 6 , }K� 8 , and 0 : (seeFigure3,
right): components01� and 0 2 of Mozetic’s most abstract
level with observationsareaggregatedinto pump }K�E9 . This
is possiblebecause07� and0e2 arethesonsof }K�E9 in thecor-
respondingstructuraltree (that is, an aggregation for them
is available),andtheobservationsassociatedto themarethe
sameassociatedto their father(in this case,01� , 032 , and }K�E9
have no observations). No coarserlevel canbe derived,be-
causethereis nonodein thestructuraltreewhosesonsbelong
to thenewly derivedlevel 3 andthatcanbeaggregatedwith-
out losing observations. Thus,REARRANGEstops. TOP-
DOWN-DIAGNOSISstartsfrom thenewly derivedlevel 3.
Example 4. Theobservationsgivenin Example2 cannotbe
abstractedto level 1. Hence,themostabstractlevel with ob-
servationsis level 0. By applyingour technique,first a new
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level is derivedwith components01� , 032 , 056 , }(�=2 , ;=4 , 018 , 079 ,
and05: (054 and ;<2 canbeaggregatedwithout eliminatingob-
servations);then,anadditionallevel is derivedwith compo-
nents 01� , 0 2 , }K� 6 , 0 6 , ; 4 , 0 9 , and 0 : ( }K� 2 and 0 8 can be
aggregatedwithout losing observations);finally, a mostab-
stractlevel (from which diagnosiswill start) is derivedwith
components}K� 9 , }K� 6 , 0 6 , ; 4 , 0 9 and 0 : (07� and 0 2 canbe
aggregatedwithout losing observations). The mostabstract
level usedby Mozetic andby our algorithmaregraphically
illustratedin Figure4.

5 Experimental Evaluation

We experimentallyevaluatedour extensionwith respectto
the original Mozetic’s algorithm. Both algorithmswereim-
plementedin SWI Prolog (ISO-compliantfree sourcePro-
log) developedby the University of Amsterdamandrun on
a PowerPCG3 400 Mhz (Apple iMac DV) underthe Lin-
uxPPC2000operatingsystem.TheVerify procedureusedby
bothalgorithmswasimplementedasagenerate-and-testalgo-
rithm, i.e. a procedurethatconsiderseachpossiblecandidate
andthenverifiesits consistency with the systemdescription
andobservations.Obviously, this is theworstchoicefor im-
plementingtheVerify procedure,but it givesusa worstcase
scenario(correspondingto the exact size of the considered
portionof thesearchspace).

Theexperimentalcomparisonwasperformedwith diagno-
sis problemsof differentsize in the hydraulicdomain. The
consideredsystemsdifferedin the layoutandin thenumber
of componentsandports. More precisely, the simplestcon-
sideredsystemwasSystemA (9 components),andthemost
complex wasanHeavy FuelOil TransferSystem(27compo-
nents)of acontainership.Foreachhydraulicsystem,wecon-
sideredseveral possiblesetsof observations. Eachsetcon-
taineda numberof observationsrandomlyselectedbetween
oneand

Z O\[*n , with
Z O\[*n rì� ï � �]&�� � � ]_^ �$� where � is the

numberof possiblemeasurementspoints for the considered
system(e.g.in systemswith 10possiblemeasurementpoints,
eachsetcontainedbetweenoneandfour observations).The
justificationfor thischoiceis twofold: first, with a few obser-
vations,theproblemis moredifficult (andthis is the typical
casein which onewantsto useabstraction);second,in the
majorityof realcases,observationsareveryscarcebecauseof
costandreliability of sensors,soconsideringmoreobserva-
tionsis not a realisticscenario.Eachsetwith � observations
was generatedby assigninga randomvalue to � measure-
mentspoints(randomlyselectedbetweentheavailableones).
Figure5 illustratestheaverageCPUtimeswe obtainedwith
the consideredhydraulicsystemsconsidering1000different
setsof observationsfor eachsystem. As one can see,for
bothalgorithmstheaverageCPUtimebecomesveryhigh for
small increasesof the numberof componentsof the consid-
eredsystems(this is dueto thegenerate-and-testprocedure).
However, our extensionperformssignificantlybetter, andis
moreeffectiveasthesizeof theconsideredsystemincreases.
This is due to the fact that, in a hierarchicalrepresentation
with many componentsandlevels,REARRANGEhasmore
opportunitiesfor deriving additionallevels,andthusobtain-
ing greaterimprovements.Finally, the experimentalevalua-
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Figure5: Comparisonusing7 hydraulicsystemswith differ-
entnumberof components.

tion showsthattheadvantagesREARRANGEbringsto hier-
archicaldiagnosisoutperformthecostof its additionalactiv-
ities.

6 Conclusions
We presentedan extensionto Mozetic’s algorithm that im-
provesits performancewhenstructuralabstractionsareem-
ployed. Although improvementsweredemonstratedexperi-
mentally, wedefinitively needto testourapproachwith other
real-world systemsin differentdomainsto evaluateits effec-
tiveness.Moreover, we arealsoworking on alternative rear-
rangementsof hierarchicalrepresentationswhichcanbemore
effectivein somesituations.Finally, weareconsideringto in-
cludethecostanddiscriminationpower of measurementsin
therearrangementprocess.
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Abstract

Deductive mode-estimation has become an es-
sential component of robotic space systems, like
NASA’s deep space probes. Future robots will
serve as components of large robotic networks.
Monitoring these networks will require modeling
languages and estimators that handle the sophisti-
cated behaviors of robotic components. This pa-
per introduces RMPL, a rich modeling language
that combines reactive programming constructs
with probabilistic, constraint-based modeling, and
that offers a simple semantics in terms of hidden
Markov models (HMMs). To support efficient real-
time deduction, we translate RMPL models into a
compact encoding of HMMs called probabilistic
hierarchical constraint automata (PHCA). Finally,
we use these models to track a system’s most likely
states by extending traditional HMM belief update.

1 Introduction
Highly autonomous systems are being developed, such
as NASA’s Deep Space One probe (DS-1) and the X-34
Reusable launch vehicle, that involve sophisticated model-
based planning and mode-estimation capabilities to support
autonomous commanding, monitoring and diagnosis. Given
an observation sequence, a mode estimator, such as Living-
stone [Williams and Nayak, 1996], incrementally tracks the
most likely state trajectories of a system, in terms of the cor-
rect or faulty modes of every component.

A recent trend is to aggregate autonomous systems into
robotic networks, for example, that create multi-spacecraft
telescopes, perform coordinated Mars exploration, or perform
multi vehicle search and rescue. Novel model-based methods
need to be developed to monitor and coordinate these com-
plex systems.

An example of a complex device is DS-1, which flies by an
asteroid and comet using ion propulsion. DS-1’s basic func-
tions include weekly course correction (called optical naviga-
tion), thrusting along a desired trajectory, taking science read-
ings and transferring data to earth. Each function involves a
complex coordination between software and hardware. For
example, optical navigation (OPNAV) works by taking pic-
tures of three asteroids, and by using the difference between

actual and projected locations to determine the course error.
OPNAV first shuts down the Ion engine and prepares its cam-
era concurrently. It then uses the thrusters to turn to each of
three asteroids, uses the camera to take a picture of each, and
stores each picture on disk. The three images are then read,
processed and a course correction is computed. One of the
more subtle failures that OPNAV may experience is a cor-
rupted camera image. The camera generates a faulty image,
which is stored on disk. At some later time the image is read,
processed, and only then is the failure detected. A monitoring
system must be able to estimate this event sequence based on
the delayed symptom.

Diagnosing the OPNAV failure requires tracking a trajec-
tory that reflects the above description. Identifying this tra-
jectory goes well beyond Livingstone’s abilities. Livingstone,
like most diagnostic systems, focuses on monitoring and di-
agnosing networks whose components, such as valves and
bus controllers, have simple behaviors. However, the above
trajectory spends most of its time wending its way through
software functions. DS-1 is an instance of modern embedded
systems whose components involve a mix of hardware, com-
putation and software. Robotic networks extend this trend to
component behaviors that are particularly sophisticated.

This paper addresses the challenge of modeling and moni-
toring systems composed of these complex components. We
introduce a unified language that can express a rich set of
mixed hardware and software behaviors (the Reactive Model-
based Programming Language [RMPL]). RMPL merges con-
structs from synchronous programming languages, quali-
tative modeling, Markov models and constraint program-
ming. Synchronous, embedded programming offers a class
of languages developed for writing control programs for re-
active systems [Benveniste and Berry, 1991; Saraswat et
al., 1996] — logical concurrency, preemption and exe-
cutable specifications. Markov models and constraint-based
modeling[Williams and Nayak, 1996] offer rich languages for
describing uncertainty and continuous processes at the quali-
tative level.

Given an RMPL model, we frame the problem of monitor-
ing robotic components as a variant of belief update on a hid-
den Markov model (HMM), where the HMM of the system is
described in RMPL. A key issue is the potentially enormous
state space of RMPL models. We address this by introducing
a hierachical, constraint-based encoding of an HMM, called a
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probabilistic, hierarchical, constraint automata (PHCA). Next
we show how RMPL models can be compiled to equiva-
lent PHCAs. Finally, we demonstrate one approach in which
RMPL belief update can be performed by operating directly
on the compact PHCA encoding.

2 HMMs and Belief Update
The theory of HMMs offers a versatile tool for framing hid-
den state interpretation problems, including data transmis-
sion, speech and handwriting recognition, and genome se-
quencing. This section reviews HMMs and state estimation
through belief update.

An HMM is described by a tuple ���������	��
�������	� ��� . �
and � denote finite sets of feasible states ��� and observations� � . The initial state function, � 
�� � ��������� , denotes the proba-
bility that ��� is the initial state. The state transition function,
��� � ��� ��� �"!# ��� �$� %'&(� � , denotes the conditional probability that
��� ��� %)&(� is the next state, given current state �*� ��� � at time + . The
observation function, � � � ��� ��� � !# � � �$� ��� denotes the condi-
tional probability that � � ��� � is observed, given state �*� �$� � .

Belief update incrementally computes the current belief
state, that is, the likelihood that the system is in any state��� , conditioned on each control action performed and obser-
vation received, respectively:

, �.-� %'&��/� � �0�21 P � � �(��� %'&��43 � �����56 �8787978� � ��� �5: ��; �����5	6 78797�; ��� �5	: �
, ��� %)&�-	�/� ��� �21 P � �9� ��� %'&��43 � �����5 6 �8787978� � ��� %'&��5: %'& ��; �����5 6 78787; ��� �5 : �

Exploiting the Markov property, the belief state at time +=<?>
is computed from the belief state and control actions at time+ and observations at +'<@> using the standard equations. For
simplicity, control actions are made implicit within � � :

, �.-� %'&���� � �A�2B
CD

EF &
, ���A-	�/� � E � � �G� � E !# � �0�

, ��� %'&-	��� � �A�2B , �H-�� %)&(�/� � � � � � � ��� !# �JI �K CEF & , �.-� %'&��/� � E � � � � � E !# �JI �
The space of possible trajectories of an HMM can

be visualized using a Trellis diagram, which enumer-
ates all possible states at each time step and all tran-
sitions between states at adjacent times. Belief up-
date associates a probability to each state in the graph.

S

X0 X1 XN-1 XN

3 Design Desiderata for RMPL
Returning to our example, OPNAV is best expressed at top-
level as a program:

OpNav() :: L
TurnCameraOn,
if EngineOn thennext SwitchEngineStandBy,
do

when EngineStandby M CameraOn donext L
TakePicture(1);
TakePicture(2);
TakePicture(3);L

TurnCameraOff,
ComputeCorrection()NN

watching PictureError O OpticalNavError,
when OpticalNavError donext OpNav(),
when PictureError donext OpNavFailedN

In this program comma delimits parallel processes and semi-
colon delimits sequential processes.

OPNAV highlights four key design features for RMPL.
First, the program exploits full concurrency, by intermingling
sequential and parallel threads of execution. For example, the
camera is turned on and the engine is turned off in parallel,
while pictures are taken serially. Second, it involves condi-
tional execution, such as switching to standby if the engine
is on. Third, it involves iteration; for example, “when En-
gine Standby 78797 donext 79787 ” says to iteratively test to see
if the engine is in standby and if so proceed. Fourth, the pro-
gram involves preemption; for example, “do 79787 watching ”
says to perfom a task, but to interrupt it as soon as the watch
condition is satisfied. Subroutines used by OpNav, such as
TakePicture, exploit similar features.

OpNav also relies on hardware behaviors, such as:

Camera :: always L
choose LL

if CameraOn then L
if TurnCameraOff thennext MicasOff
elsenext CameraOn,
if CameraTakePicture thennext CameraDoneN

,
if CameraOff then

if TurnCameraOn thennext CameraOn
elsenext CameraOff,

if CameraFail then
if MicasReset thennext CameraOff
elsenext CameraFailN

with0.99,
next CameraFail with 0.01NN

OpNav’s tight interaction with hardware makes the overall
process stochastic. We add probabilistic execution to our
design features to model failures and uncertain outcomes.
We add constraints to represent co-temporal interactions be-
tween state variables. Summarizing, the key design features
of RMPL are full concurrency, conditional execution, itera-
tion, preemption, probabilistic choice, and co-temporal con-
straint.
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4 RMPL: Primitive Combinators
Our preferred approach to developing RMPL is to introduce a
minimum set of primitives for constructing programs, where
each primitive is driven by one of the six design features of
the preceding section. To make the language usable we de-
fine on top of these primitives a variety of program combi-
nators, such as those used in the optical navigation example.
In the following we use lower case letters, like � , to denote
constraints, and upper case letters, like

�
and � , to denote

well-formed RMPL expressions. The term “theory” refers to
the set of all constraints that hold at some time point.
� . This program asserts that constraint � is true at the initial

instant of time.
if � thennext

�
. This program starts behaving like

�
in the

next instant if the current theory entails � . This is the basic
conditional branch construct.

unless � thennext
�

. This program executes
�

in the next
instant if the current theory does not entail c. This is the ba-
sic construct for building preemption constructs. It allows A
to proceed as long as some condition is unknown, but stops
when the condition is determined.� ��� . This program concurrently executes A and B, and is
the basic construct for forking processes.

always
�

. This program starts a new copy of
�

at each
instant of time, for all time. This is the only iteration construct
needed, since finite iterations can be achieved by using if or
unless to terminate an always .

choose � � with �'��� with � � . This is the basic combinator
for expressing probabilistic knowledge. It reduces to program�

with probability � , to program � with probability � , and so
on. For simplicity we would like to ensure that constraints in
the current theory do not depend upon probabilistic choices
made in the current state. We achieve this by restricting all
constraints asserted within

�
and � to be within the scope of

an if 78797 next or unless 78797 next.
These six primitive combinators cover the six design fea-

tures. They have been used to implement a rich set of de-
rived combinators [anonymous] including those in the Op-
Nav example, and most from the Esterel language [Berry and
Gonthier, 1992]. The derived operators for OpNav, built from
these primitives, is given in Appendix A.

5 Hierarchical, Constraint Automata
To estimate RMPL state trajectories we would like to map
the six RMPL combinators to HMMs and then perform be-
lief update. However, while HMMs offer a natural way of
thinking about reactive systems, as a direct encoding they
are notoriously intractable. One of our key contributions is a
representation, called Probabilistic, Hierarchical, Constraint
Automata (PHCA) that compactly encodes HMMs describing
RMPL models.

PHCA extend HMMs by introducing four essential at-
tributes. First, the HMM is factored into a set of concurrently
operating automata. Second, each state is labeled with a con-
straint that holds whenever the automaton marks that state.
This allows an efficient encoding of co-temporal processes,
such as fluid flows. Third, automata are arranged in a hierar-
chy – the state of an automaton may itself be an automaton,

which is invoked when marked by its parent. This enables the
initiation and termination of more complex concurrent and se-
quential behaviors. Finally, each transition may have multiple
targets, allowing an automaton to be in several states simulta-
neously. This enables a compact representation for recursive
behaviors like “always” and “do until”.

The first two attributes are prevalent in areas like dig-
ital systems and qualitative modeling. The third and
fourth form the basis for embedded reactive languages like
Esterel[Berry and Gonthier, 1992], Lustre[Halbwachs et al.,
1991], Signal[Guernic et al., 1991] and State Charts[Harel,
1987]. Together they allow complex systems to be modeled
that involve software, digital hardware and continuous pro-
cesses.

We develop PHCAs by first introducing a deterministic
equivalent, and then extending to Markov models. We de-
scribe a deterministic, hierarchical, constraint automaton
(HCA) as a tuple ����� 
 ��� ��� �	��
 � � 
 � , where:
� � is a set of states, partitioned into primitive states ��

and composite states ��� . Each composite state denotes
a hierarchical, constraint automaton.

� 
�� � is the set of start states (also called the initial
marking).

� � is a set of variables with each � ����� ranging over
a finite domain � � � � � . � � � � denotes the set of all finite
domain constraints over � .

� � � � is the set of observable variables.
� ��
�� � �# � � � � , associates with each primitive state �*�

a finite domain constraint � 
�� � ��� that holds whenever � �
is marked.

� � 
��'� �� � � � � #! � associates with each primitive
state ��� a transition function � 
 � ��� � . Each � 
 � �9� � �
� � � � #" � , specifies a set of states to be marked at
time + < > , given assignments to � at time + .

At any instant + the “state” of an HCA is the set of marked
states #�� ��� �%$ � , called a marking. & denotes the set of
possible markings, where & B  � .

Consider the combinator always
�

, which maps to:

� always
�

This automaton starts a new copy of
�

at each time instant.
The states � of the automaton consist of primitive state � C('*) ,
drawn to the left as a circle, and composite state

�
, drawn to

the right as a rectangle. The start states 
 are � C('*) and
�

, as
is indicated by two short arrows.

A PHCA models physical processes with changing inter-
actions by enabling and disabling constraints within a con-
straint store (e.g., opening a valve causes fuel to flow to an
engine). RMPL currently supports propositional state logic
as its constraint system. In state logic each proposition is an
assignment � � B,+ � E , where variable � � ranges over a finite
domain � � � �-� . Constraints � 
 are indicated by lower case
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letters, such as � , written in the middle of a primitive state. If
no constraint is indicated, the state’s constraint is implicitly
True. In the above example � C('*) implicitly has constraint
True; other constraints may be hidden within

�
.

Transitions between successive states are conditioned on
constraints entailed by the store (e.g., the presence or absence
of acceleration). This allows us to model indirect control and
indirect effects. For each primitive state � we represent the
transition function � 
 � � � as a set of (transition) pairs ��� ��	��� � ,
where � � � � , and � � is a set of labels of the form 3 B � or�3 B � , for some � � � � � � . This corresponds to the traditional
representation of transitions, as labeled arcs in a graph, where� and ��� are the source and destination of an arc with label � � .
For convenience, in our diagrams we use � to denote the label3 B � , and � to denote the label

�3 B � . If no label is indicated, it
is implicitly 3 B True. The above example has two transitions,
both with labels that are implicitly 3 B True.

Our HCA encoding has three key properties that distin-
guish it from the hierarchical automata employed by reac-
tive embedded languages[Benveniste and Berry, 1991; Harel,
1987]. First, multiple transitions may be simultaneously tra-
versed. This allows an extremely compact encoding of the
state of the automaton as a set of markings. Second, transi-
tions are conditioned on what can be deduced, not just what is
explicitly assigned. This provides a simple but general mech-
anism for incorporating constraint systems that reason about
indirect effects. Third, transitions are enabled based on lack
of information. This allows default executions to be pursued
in the absence of better information, enabling advanced pre-
emption constructs.

6 Executing HCA
To execute an automata A, we first initialize it using
#�� � 
 � � �	� , which marks the start states of all its subau-
tomata, and then step it using � +���� � � � , which maps its cur-
rent marking to a next marking. 1

A trajectory of automaton
�

is a sequence of mark-
ings #�� ����� �	# E �H&�� �878797 such that #�� �$�	� is the initial
marking #�� � 
 � , and for each �	��
 , # � ���%)&(� B
� +���� � � ��# E ��$� � .

Given a set of automata # to be initialized, # � � # � creates
a full marking, by recursively marking the start states of #
and all their descendants:

# � � # � B #������ # � � 
 � � ��� 3 � � # �	� is composite �
For example, applying #�� to automata always

�
, returns the

set consisting of always
�

, � C('*) ,
�

and any start states con-
tained within

�
.� +���� transitions an automaton A from one full marking to

the next:� +���� � � ��# � ��� �	� # # E ��� %)&(� ::
> 7�� > � B ��� �%# � ��� � 3 � is primitive �
 7�� � B��	����� & � 
�� � � 7��  � B"!#����� & � 
 � � ��� �$ 7 return #�� � �  �

1Execution “completes” when no marks remain, since the empty
marking is a fixed point.

� +���� involves identifying the marked primitive states (Step
1), collecting the constraints of these marked states into a
constraint store (Step 2), identifying the transitions of marked
states that are enabled by the store and the resulting states
reached (Step 3), and, initializing any automata reached by
this transition (Step 4). The result is a full marking for the
next time step.

To transition in step 3, let ��� ������� � � � 
 � � � be any transi-
tion pair of a currently marked primitive state � . Then � � is
marked in the next instant if � � is entailed by the current con-
straint store, � (computed in step 2). A label � � is said to be
entailed by � , written � 3 B%� � , if & 3 B � � � �(7'� 3 B � , and for
each

�3 B � � �0� 7 � �3 B � .2
Applying � +���� to the initial marking of always

�
causes� C('*) to transition to

�
and back to � C(' ) , and for

�
to tran-

sition internally. The new mark on
�

invokes a second copy
of
�

, by marking
�)( � start states. More generally, � C(' ) is re-

sponsible for initiating A during every time step after the first.
A transition back to itself ensures that � C('*) is always marked.
The transition to

�
puts a new mark on

�
at every next step,

each time invoking a virtual copy of
�

. The ability of an au-
tomaton to have multiple states marked simultaneously is key
to the compactness of this novel encoding, by avoiding the
need for explicit copies of A.

7 A Simple Example
As an example consider the RMPL expression:

do
� always ���
when * donext always if � thennext + �

watching ,
This expression roughly maps to:

� +
,

* ,

* ,
,

,
� ,

The automaton has two start states, both of which are com-
posite. Every transition is labeled

�3 B , , hence all transitions
are disabled and the automaton is preempted whenever d be-
comes true. The first state has one primitive state, which as-
serts the constraint � . If , does not hold, then it goes back
to itself — thus it repeatedly asserts � until , becomes true.
The second automaton has a primitive start state. Once again,
at anytime if , becomes true, the entire automaton will im-
mediately terminate. Otherwise it waits until * becomes true,
and then goes to its second state, which is composite. This
automaton has one start state, which it repeats at every time
instant until , holds. In addition, it starts another automaton,
which checks if � holds, and if true generates + in the next

2Formally, -).0/21436587:9 L 1<;>=?/A@B;�3�1<;270C	-D.0/21<7E3�5"=9F@G; N .
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state. Thus, the behavior of the overall automaton is as fol-
lows: it starts asserting � at every time instant. If * becomes
true, then at every instant thereafter it checks if � is true, and
asserts + in the succeeding instant. Throughout it watches for, to become true, and if so halts.

8 Probabilistic HCA
We extend HCA to Markov processes by replacing the single
initial marking and transition function of HCA with a prob-
ability distribution over possible initial markings and transi-
tion functions. We describe a probabilistic, hierarchical, con-
straint automata by a tuple ��� �	� 
 ��� ��� �	��
 �� � 
 � , where:
� � , � , � and ��
 are the same as for HCA.
� � 
 � #�� � denotes the probability that # � � � is the ini-

tial marking.
� � � 
 � ��� � , for each �*� � �  , denotes a distribution over

possible transition functions � 
 E
� � ��� � � � � � #  � .

The transition function � � 
 � � ��� is encoded as an AND/OR
tree. We present an example at the end of the next section,
when describing the choose combinator.

PHCA execution is similar to HCA execution, except that
# � probabilistically selects an initial marking, and �"+����
probabilistically selects one of the transition functions in��� 
 for each marked primitive state. The probability of

a marking # ����� � is computed by the standard belief update
equations given in Section 2. This involves computing � �
and � � .

To calculate transition function � � for marking #�� recall
that a transition � is composed of a set of primitive tran-
sitions, one for each marked primitive state � � , and that the
PHCA specifies the transition probability for each primitive
state through � � 
 � �9� � . We make the key assumption that
primitive transition probabilities are conditionally indepen-
dent, given the current marking. This is analogous to the
failure independence assumptions made by GDE[de Kleer
and Williams, 1987] and Livingstone[Williams and Nayak,
1996], and is a reasonable assumption for most engineered
systems. Hence, the composite transition probability between
two markings is computed as the product of the transition
probabilities from each primitive state in the first marking to
a state in the second marking.

We calculate the observation function � � for marking
#�� from the model, similar to GDE[de Kleer and Williams,
1987]. Given the constraint store � for # � from step 2 of� +���� , we test if each observation in � � is entailed or refuted,
giving it probability 1 or 0, respectively. If no prediction is
made, then an a priori distribution on observables is assumed
(e.g., a uniform distribution of >���� for � possible values).

This completes PHCA belief update. Our remaining tasks
are to compile RMPL to PHCA, and to implement belief up-
date efficiently.

9 Mapping RMPL to PHCA
Each RMPL primitive maps to a PHCA as defined below.
RMPL sub-expressions, denoted by upper case letters, are re-
cursively mapped to equivalent PHCA.

� . Asserts constraint � at the initial instant of time:

�

The start state has no exit transitions, so after this automaton
asserts � in the first time instant it terminates.

if � thennext
�

. Behaves like
�

in the next instant if the
current theory entails � . Given the automaton for

�
, we add a

new start state, and a transition from this state to
�

when � is
entailed:

�
�

if � thennext
�

unless � thennext
�

. Executes
�

in the next instant if
the current theory does not entail c. This mapping is anal-
ogous to if � thennext

�
. It is the only construct that in-

troduces condition
�3 B � . This introduces non-monotonicity;

however, since these non-monotonic conditions hold only in
the next instant, the logic is stratified and monotonic in each
state. This avoids the kinds of causal paradoxes possible in
languages like Esterel[Berry and Gonthier, 1992].

�
�

unless � thennext
�

� ��� . This is the parallel composition of two automata.
The composite automaton has two start states, given by the
two automata for

�
and � .

� �
� ���

always
�

. Starts a new copy of
�

at each time instant, as
described in Section 5.

choose � � with �'��� with � � . Reduces to
�

with proba-
bility � , to � with probability � , and so on. Recall that we
required that all constraints asserted within

�
and � must

be within the scope of a next. This ensures that probabili-
ties are associated only with transitions. The corresponding
automaton is encoded with a single probabilistic start transi-
tion, which allows us to choose between

�
and � . This is the

only combinator that introduces probabilistic transitions.

�
� �

�

choose � � with �'��� with � �
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Encoding probabilistic choice requires special attention
due to the use of nested choose expressions. We encode the
transition function � 
 � � �-� as a probabilistic AND-OR tree
(below, left), enabling a simple transformation from nested
choose expressions to a PHCA.

� & ��� � & ��� � & ��� � & ���
� & ���

� & � � ��� ���
=

� & � �
� � ��� � & ���

� � � �

A B C D A C B C A D B D

In this tree each leaf is labeled with a set of one or more
target states in � , which the automaton transitions to in the
next time step. The branches * � # +�� E of a probabilis-
tic OR node * � represent a distribution over a disjoint set
of alternatives, and are labeled with conditional probabilities
P � + � E 3 * � � . These are � & 78797 � � in the left tree. The proba-
bilities of branches emanating from each OR node * � sum to
unity.

The branches of a deterministic AND node represent an in-
clusive set of choices. The node is indicated by a horizontal
bar through its branches. Each branch is labeled by a set of
conditions � � E , as defined for HCA. These are � & and ��� in the
left tree. During a transition, every branch in an AND node
is taken that has its label satisfied by the current state (i.e.,
P � +�� E 3 * ��� � � E � B > ).

To map this tree to � 
 � ��� � , each AND-OR tree is compiled
to a two level tree (shown above, right), with the root node
being a probabilistic OR, and its children being deterministic
ANDs. Compilation is performed using distributivity, shown
by the figure, and commutativity. Commutativity allows ad-
jacent AND nodes to be merged, by taking conjunctions of
labels, and adjacent OR nodes to be merged, by taking prod-
ucts of probabilities. This two level tree is a direct encoding
of � 
 � ��� � . Each AND node represents one of the transition
functions � 
 E

� �9� � , while the probability on the OR branch,
terminating on this AND node, denotes � � � 
 E

� � ���	� .
10 PHCA Estimation as Beam Search
We demonstrate PHCA belief update with a simple imple-
mentation of mode estimation, called RMPL-ME, that fol-
lows Livingstone[Williams and Nayak, 1996]. Livingstone
tracks the most likely trajectories through the Trellis diagram
by using beam search, which expands only the highest prob-
ability transitions at each step. To implement this we first
modify � +���� , defined for HCA, to compute the likely states of, �.-� %'&���� #�� � . This new version, Step 
 , returns a set of mark-
ings, each with its own probability.

� +���� 
 � � �	#�� ��� � � # # E ��� %)&(� ::
> 7 � > � B �*� � #�� ��� � 3 � is primitive �
 7 � � B��#����� & � 
�� � � * 7��  * � B � ����� & � 
 � � � � � +*7 �  + � B � � # � � ! C� F & ���9��� � � � C� F & � � �3 � � � & � � & � �9787879� � � C � � C � � ���  * � ��7 # E ��� %'&�� � B � � � � K �
	��  � ��� �� � �43�� � � � � ���  + �$ 7 return # E �$� %'&(�

Step 3a builds the sets of possible primitive transitions. Step
3b computes for each set the combined next state mark-
ing and transition probability. Step 3c sums the probabili-
ties of all composite transitions with the same target. Step
4 returns this approximate belief state. In Steps 3a and
b, we enumerate transition sets in decreasing order of like-
lihood until most of the probability density space is cov-
ered (e.g., ����� ). Best first enumeration is performed using
our OPSAT system, generalized from [Williams and Nayak,
1996]. OPSAT finds the leading solutions to the problem
“ *������������ ��� � subject to � ��� � ,” where � is a state vector,� ��� � is a set of propositional state constraints, and � ��� � is
an additive, multi-attribute utility function. OPSAT tests a
leading candidate for consistency against � ��� � . If it proves
inconsistent, OPSAT summarizes the inconsistency (called a
conflict) and uses the summary to jump over leading candi-
dates that are similarly inconsistent.

After computing the leading states of , �.-� %'&(�8� #�� � , RMPL-
ME computes � � � # ����� � !# � ����� ��� using the constraint store
extracted in step 2, and uses these results to compute the final
result , ��� %'&-	��� # �A� , from the standard equation.

11 Implementation and Discussion

Implementations of the RMPL compiler, RMPL-ME and OP-
SAT are written in Common Lisp. The full RMPL language
is an object-oriented language, in the style of Java, that sup-
ports all primitive combinators (Section 4) and a variety of
defined combinators. The RMPL compiler outputs PHCA
as its object code. RMPL-ME uses the compiled PHCAs to
perform online incremental belief update, as outlined above.
To support real-time embedded applications, RMPL-ME and
OPSAT are being rewritten in C and C++.

The DS1 OpNav example provides a simple demonstra-
tion of RMP-ME. In addition RMPL-ME is being developed
in two mission contexts. First, the C prototype is being
demonstrated on the MIT Spheres formation flying testbed,
a “robotic network” of three, soccer ball sized spacecraft that
have flown on the KC-135. RMPL models are also being
developed for the John Hopkins APL NEAR (Near Earth As-
teroid Rendezous) mission.

Beam search is among the simplest of estimation ap-
proaches. It avoids an exponential blow up in the space of tra-
jectories explored and avoids explicitly generating the Trellis
diagram, but sacrifices completeness. Consequently it will
miss a diagnosis if the beginning of its trajectory is suffi-
ciently unlikely that it is clipped by beam search. A range of
solutions to this problem exist, including an approach, due to
[Hamscher and Davis, 1984], that uses a temporal constraint
graph analogous to planning graphs. This encoding coupled
with state abstraction methods has recently been incorporated
into Livingstone [Kurien and Nayak, 2000], with attractive
performance results. Another area of research is the incor-
poration of metric time. [Largouet and Cordier, 2000] intro-
duces an intriguing approach based on model-checking algo-
rithms for timed automata. Finally, [Malik and Struss, 1997]
explores the discriminatory power of transitions vs state con-
straints in a consistency-based framework.
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A RMPL Defined Operators
To express complex behaviors in RMPL, we use the six
RMPL primitives to define a rich set of constructs common
to embedded languages, such as recursion, conditional exe-
cution, next, sequence, iteration and preemption. This sec-
tion includes a representative sample of RMPL’s derived con-
structs, used to support the DS1 opnav example.

Recursion and procedure definitions. A recursive decla-
ration is of the form �,� � � � � � , where

�
may contain occur-

rences of procedure name � . We implement this declaration
with always if � then

� � � ��� � . At each time tick the expres-
sion looks to see if p is asserted (corresponding to p being
invoked), and if so starts A. This method allows us to do
parameterless recursion. Recursion with parameters is only
guaranteed to be compilable into finite state automata if the
recursion parameters have finite domains.

next
�

. This is simply if + ��� � thennext
�

. We
can also define if � thennext

� �����	��
�� �� � as
if � thennext

� � unless � thennext � .

A; B. This is the sequential composition of
�

and � . It
performs

�
until

�
is finished. Then it starts B. It can be

written in terms of the preceding constructs by detecting the
termination of

�
by a proposition, and using that to trigger

� . RMPL detects the termination of
�

by a case analysis
of the structure of

�
. [Fromherz et al., 1997] for details).

For efficiency, the RMPL compiler implements A; B directly,
rather than translating to basic combinators.

do
�

while � . Executes
�

, but if � is not true in a state, then�
is terminated immediately. This combinator can be derived

from the preceding combinators as follows:

do � while � 9������
do / if � thennext � 7 while � 9

if � M � thennext do � while �
do /�� 3��D7 while � 9 do � while �<3 do � while �
do / always � 7 while � 9�� 3 always if /�� M ��7 then/ do � while � 3 next � 7
do / unless � thennext � 7 while �09

if � then unless � thennext / do � while ��7
do / choose � � with� 3�� with ���B7 while � 9

choose / do � while � with� 3 do � while � with � 7
For efficiency, RMPL derives the automaton for

do
�

while � from the automaton for A by adding the
label 3 B � to all transitions in

�
, and in addition, replacing all

the propositional formulas  in the states by � #  . Thus if
� is not entailed by constraints outside of A, no transition or
constraint in this automaton will be enabled.

do
�

watching � . This is a weak preemption operator. It
executes

�
, but if � becomes true in any time instant, it termi-

nates execution of
�

in the next instant. The automaton for
this is derived from the automaton for

�
by adding the label�3 B � on all transitions in

�
.

when � donext
�

. This starts
�

at the instant after the first
one in which � becomes true. It is a temporally extended
version of if � thennext

�
. and is defined as:

when � donext
� B

always if � *"!%� � thennext
� � do always * watching �
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